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Are you cyber secure?
Over the last few years, cyber security has
emerged as a serious global issue. The cyber
space which acts as a seamless platform for
exchange of information is vulnerable to multiple attacks, ranging from hacking to phishing
and data theft.
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Economics

Hopes and fears
Shahid Hussain

The World Bank projects two contrasting scenarios for Pakistan in its landmark report, Pakistan@100: Shaping the Future. Pakistan could be a $2
trillion economy by 2047, if it achieves high economic growth rates for the
next three decades. If the system fails to reform itself, Pakistan may further
slip into the abyss of poverty.
According to the report, Pakistan could become a $2 trillion economy
in the next 28 years if it remains steadfast in its reforms and manages to
reduce its population growth rate to 1.2pc. The $2 trillion economy means
an upper middle-income country where per capita income will be $5,702
but it would have to halve its population growth rate to 1.2pc by 2047. However, business, as usual, would mean that the size of Pakistan’s economy
will be only $1 trillion and the per capita income would be just $2,110. By
2047, Pakistan’s population will be 376 million at the current growth rate.
The size of Pakistan’s economy is now only $275 billion.
The World Bank says the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has been undermined by rent-seeking behaviour and complex security situation. Pakistan’s economy right now is captured by four influential groups that have
frustrated efforts to bring reforms but the country now stands at a crossroad and it has to decide whether it wants to become an upper middle-income nation or stay poor. Advancing its argument, the report said the chief
economist of the Planning Commission, Mahbub-ul-Haq, had claimed in
the 1960s that 22 families controlled 66pc of the industrial wealth and 87pc
of banking and insurance. “More recent analysis suggests that elite capture
continues to constrain economic policymaking. Since the 1980s, the share
of industrialists in the National Assembly and parliament has doubled, blurring the barrier between politicians and businessmen,” the report noted.
“Elite capture in Pakistan has affected policymaking, as in certain circumstances political leaders lack incentives to formulate policies in response to citizens’ demands, or to work toward effective policy
implementation,” the report said, adding that a unique feature of Pakistan’s
history is that economic, social and security policies gave rise to various
elite factions that sustain economic and political power until today. It identifies at least four influential groups that gained power through historic
events and continue to leverage their influence on the political system for
personal gain. There was evidence that Pakistan’s elites have used this
power in the past to undermine reforms that would have reduced their influence. For instance, landowners and industrialists have leveraged their
political representation to oppose reforms that would have enhanced taxrevenue collection from agriculture and the private sector, it noted.
Commenting on the report, Finance Minister Asad Umar said an open
and rule-based economy could break the stranglehold of the elite on the
economy as the WB study put the annual cost of elite capture at a staggering Rs860 billion. Experts say if the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government manages to break the iron grip of the elite, the benefit in terms of
additional revenues will end the need to levy more taxes under a possible
International Monetary Fund (IMF) programme.
Experts say the cost of elite capture is nearly 2.5pc of the gross domestic product (GDP). According to former Finance Minister Dr Hafiz
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Pasha, the cost had been worked out on the basis of tax expenditure that
the elite influential groups had enjoyed. He pointed out that income tax exemption for trusts and agriculture was among few examples. The imposition of 25pc regulatory duty on the import of sugar is yet another example
of elite capture. The state’s capture through the culture of Statutory Regulatory Orders has to end, he suggests.
According to Illango Patchamuthu, World Bank Country Director for
Pakistan, the country has some important decisions to make if it wants to
give its children the future they deserve. If the country can make the right
decisions now, it can accelerate and sustain growth to become a confident
upper middle-income by the time it turns 100. It is ambitious, but possible.
Other countries — South Korea, China, and Malaysia — have transformed
their economies within a generation, and there is no reason why Pakistan
cannot achieve the same. The alternative is not inspiring. If the country
fails to accelerate and sustain growth as well as control population growth,
by 2047 income levels will be close to where they are today and with challenges similar to what they are today. “I like to imagine another Pakistan,
in which stunting and malnutrition are gone, in which family background
does not determine what job you can get, women compete equally with
men, businesses thrive, and Pakistan competes with the likes of Shanghai
or Singapore as a trading hub. Now is the time to come together and see
what needs to be done to achieve this goal. A growth narrative for Pakistan
needs to rest on these four elements: investing in people; using resources
more efficiently; caring for the environment; and finally, improving how Pakistan is run to support growth and the implementation of difficult reforms,”
he wrote in a newspaper article.
The World Bank has not only identified the weaknesses of Pakistan’s
financial system but also presented their solutions. Pakistan can boost its
growth by investing in people, improving productivity, reforming institutions
and protecting the natural environment, it points out. It argues that instability in the political system has reduced accountability and skewed leaders’ incentives away from long-term reforms. The characteristics of
Pakistan’s political system have weakened the link between citizens and
political leaders that is crucial to sustaining the triangular relationship.
The ruling party has come to power in the name of change. It wants to
create a new Pakistan, which has equal opportunities for all and no one is
above the law. The performance of the government has not been satisfactory so far. It is repeating the mistakes of past governments. It will have to
change its mindset to transform Pakistan.
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Hatred

Dangers of Islamophobia
Nasim Ahmed

Words fail to capture the horror and barbarism of the terrorist attack last
week by an Australian man who, armed with semi-automatic weapons,
rampaged through two mosques in the city of Christchurch, killing 51 worshippers and wounding dozens more.
The terrorist live-streamed himself going room to room, victim to victim,
shooting the wounded from close range. He also published a racist “manifesto” on social media before the attack, featuring conspiracy theories
about Europeans being "displaced" by immigrants and details of two years
of preparation and radicalisation leading up to the shootings.
The attack shocked and outraged the whole world. New Zealand Prime
Minister Jacinda Ardern described the heinous crime as one of the nation’s
“darkest days”. Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said: "With this attack,
hostility towards Islam that the world has been idly watching and even encouraging for some time, has gone beyond the boundaries of individual
harassment”. French President Emmanuel Macron also strongly condemned the “odious attack", saying France "stands against any form of
extremism". Pope Francis too denounced the “senseless acts of violence”
in the Christchurch mosques and prayed for the Muslim community and
all New Zealanders. US President Donald Trump extended his "warmest
sympathy and best wishes" to the people of New Zealand after the massacre in the mosques.
The fiendish brutality in two New Zealand mosques, above everything
else, highlights the danger of Islamophobia and racial hatred that has
spread like a plague in the western countries over the last two decades.
New Zealand has never before seen the kind of terrorist violence that
shook it and the entire world from Sydney to San Francisco. It was a premeditated, well-calculated act of massacre of innocent people praying to
ALLAH, an act of mindless violence that drew spontaneous outpourings
of condemnation and grief from world leaders. The Australian man was
driven by an intense hatred of Muslims and immigrants.
Doubtless, the savagery in Christchurch comes as another proof of the
deadly spread of religious and racial hatred in some western societies.
Over the last decade there has been an alarming rise of ultra-right conservative and fascist parties which openly indulge in hate speech against
Muslims and other immigrant groups. Racists and religious fanatics attack
as lone wolves as well as in packs. The New Zealand tragedy is not the
only one of its kind in recent years. One can recall here terrorist attacks
on Muslims in Quebec and Finsbury Park mosques. Jews were attacked
in Pittsburgh and African-Americans in Charleston. The 2011 Norway attacks were against the very concept of multi-culturalism.
Western scholars and media talk about the rise of Islamic fundamentalism but they conveniently ignore the resurgence of Christian radicalism
and hate crime against Muslims in Europe and America. It is a sad fact
that Western governments have done little to stem the tide of blind hatred
fanned by some fringe groups. They have been let free to spout anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant venom which poisons young minds leading to physical attacks against Muslim men, women and children, living peacefully in
the countries of their adoption. One cannot cite the freedom of speech and
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expression as an excuse to allow antipathy towards Muslims, anti-immigration rhetoric, intolerance and incitement to violence. But this a routine
policy approach in Western societies which encourage and promote extremism and terrorism.
The time has come to put an end to the bugbear of Islamophobia in the
name of clash of civilizations and ethno-cultural exclusivity. Sane elements
in the West need to wake up to their moral and socio-political responsibilities and come up with a new narrative to de-radicalise the minds of young
people misled by unchallenged and incessant hate speech of extremist
groups.
This is the work required to be done at the ideological level. At the same
time, security authorities and police need to keep an eye on terrorist networks that instigate and recruit individuals to carry out attacks on Muslim
and other immigrants. A special watch needs to be kept on social media
platforms and websites, including Facebook and Twitter, as well as mainstream news outlets which wittingly or unwittingly allow themselves to be
misused to fan racial and ethnic animosities. Needless to say, the spread
of hatred in the West will evoke a similar response from radical groups in
Muslim lands, leading to an endless cycle of violence and posing a serious
threat to the world peace.
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Study

Are you cyber secure?
Nasim Ahmed

Over the last few years, cyber security has emerged as a serious global
issue. The cyber space which acts as a seamless platform for exchange
of information is vulnerable to multiple attacks, ranging from hacking to
phishing and data theft. A few months ago, Pakistan’s banking system
faced a major cyber attack whose cost was estimated at Rs.2.6 million. It
raised the alarm among the masses, with a number of banks suspending
their international payment schemes on their debit and credit cards to avoid
fraud.
A new international study on cyber security has gathered data from different sources, including Kaspersky, the Global Strategies Index and the
Global Security Index to measure the level of cyber vulnerability in various
countries. The study took into account the percentage of mobile phones
infected with malware, the percentage of attacks by crypto miners, the percentage of computers affected by cyber attacks, and how up-to-date a
country’s legislation regarding cyber security among other indicators.
In the study, Japan has been ranked as the most secure country for all
indicators. Pakistan lags far behind in terms of cyber security and is included in the bottom 10. Its neighbors, India and Bangladesh, are ranked
at 14 and 6 respectively. Algeria was ranked the worst country in terms of
cyber security, followed by Vietnam and Indonesia.
The study looked at 60 countries and found huge variations in a number
of categories, from malware rates to cybe rsecurity-related legislation. In
fact, not one country is top of the line across the board. All the countries
studies could do with some significant improvements.
However, there were some countries that fared poorly in a variety of
areas and others which outperformed the majority of countries. These
measures were the basis for rankings the 60 countries in the study, from
the least to the most cyber safe.
The authors of the research study considered seven criteria, each of
which had equal weight in the overall score. These were: the percentage
of mobiles infected with malware – software designed to gain unauthorized
access to, destroy, or disrupt a device’s system. The number of financial
malware attacks – malicious programs created to steal a user’s money
from the bank account on their computer system. The percentage of telnet
attacks (by originating country) – the technique used by cybercriminals to
get people to download a variety of malware types. The percentage of attacks by cryptominers – software that is designed to take over a user’s
computer and use its resources to mine currency (without the user’s permission). The best-prepared countries for cyber attacks. The countries with
the most up-to-date legislation
Apart from the latter two, all of the scores were based on the percentage of attacks during 2018. The best-prepared countries for cyber attacks
were scored using the Global Cybersecurity Index (GCI) scores. The most
up-to-date legislation was scored based on existing legislation that covered
seven categories (national strategy, military, content, privacy, critical infrastructure, commerce, and crime). Countries received a point for having
legislation in a category or half a point for a draft.
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For each criterion, the country was given a point based on where it
ranked between the highest-ranking and lowest-ranking countries. Countries with the least cyber-secure scores were given 100 points, while countries with the most cyber-secure scores were allocated zero points. All of
the countries in between the two scores received a score on a percentile
basis, depending on where they ranked. The total score was achieved by
averaging each country’s score across the seven categories.
The increasing frequency of cyberattacks in Pakistan in recent years
shows that cyber criminals have developed newer and more sophisticated
techniques to get unauthorised access to people’s private and personal
data. Last year, due to a breach of internet security, millions of rupees were
stolen from a local bank from international payment cards. According to
the cybercrime wing of Federal Investigation Agency, all banks of Pakistan
were targeted by hackers.
Krebsonsecurity.com, which is a renowned digital security website,
states that data of more than 8,000 account holders of 10 Pakistani banks
were sold in the market. Another report says that a total of almost 20,000
cards of 22 Pakistani banks were affected by the recent security breach.
To deal with the threat, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has issued
Enterprise Technology Governance and Risk Management Framework for
Financial Institutions whose aim is to make the financial institutions minimise the risk factor by ensuring the maximum level of cyber security and
creation of safe and secure technology operations.
Individual account holders are equally to blame for cyber attacks as
they do not follow the basic rules to keep hackers at bay. The Pakistan
Banks Association has warned that lost cheque books can be used to steal
money. Similarly, data of the lost credit/debit card can be copied through
certain expertise and used for money transactions. As a safeguard, a wellorganised security awareness campaign should be regularly conducted to
educate the users through mainstream media, social media, print media,
seminars, etc. A multi-level filter and authentication system should also be
put in place for online transactions as well as routine banking operations.
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Politics

Politics of sickness
Muhammad Hassan

.The Sharif family and Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) leaders
made the government look nervous over health issues of former Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif. According to the government’s own admission, he
was provided with more facilities in jail than he deserves, but he wanted
to proceed abroad for treatment, despite the fact that a cure is available
for his all diseases in the country.
The government would have heaved a sigh of relief if the Supreme
Court had allowed Nawaz Sharif to go abroad for treatment. However, the
court has granted him bail for only six weeks and barred him from leaving
the country. During the hearing, members of his family and party continued
to raise a hue and cry over his “deteriorating health” to pressurize the government and present a strong case before the court for his bail and permission to leave the country. He is undergoing seven-year imprisonment
in the Al-Azizia Mills corruption case. The government claims that he is
not ready to be treated in any hospital in the country or get treatment from
a doctor of his choice as he wants to go to London for treatment. The PMLN accused the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf government of indulging in politics
over his health.
The former premier spent around 10 days in Lahore’s Jinnah Hospital
last month. He refused to get further treatment at the hospital after the Islamabad High Court rejected his petition seeking suspension of his sentence in the Al-Azizia reference on medical grounds. His daughter, Maryam
Nawaz, regularly met him in jail and continued to update people on his
health. In a recent Tweet, she said, “The former prime minister’s kidney
function has deteriorated. His condition is serious. Just got back after
meeting MNS (Mian Nawaz Sharif). His doctor’s concern was not unfounded. The blood tests done yesterday reveal a further raise in his creatinine levels which means his kidney function has deteriorated. His kidney
disease is already at stage 3. The pain in the flanks persists.”
Some PML-N leaders even threatened Prime Minister Imran Khan and
Punjab Chief Minister Usman Buzdar with a murder case if “anything serious” happened to the former prime minister in jail. Opposition Leader in
the National Assembly, Shahbaz Sharif, said that his elder brother was unwell and if any harm was caused to him, the government and Prime Minister Imran Khan would be responsible. “Nawaz Sharif underwent heart
surgery a year ago. He remained the prime minister of the country for three
terms. He has given everything to the country; now he is a heart patient
and the government is not providing treatment to him which is criminal
negligence. They are not taking his health problems seriously,” he told reporters.
Former Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal alleged the PTI government was
not serious about his health. “Prime Minister Imran Khan and Punjab Chief
Minister Usman Buzdar will be responsible if “anything adverse” happens
to the former premier. The government had adopted a similar attitude to
the health of his wife Begum Kulsoom Nawaz. The PML-N had to adopt a
legal procedure for the provision of healthcare facilities to Nawaz Sharif,”
he told a press conference. In a veiled threat to the government, he advised party workers to be patient. He also warned that party workers would
be compelled to protest if the government failed to review its decisions on
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his health. PPP leaders have also come out to support the Sharif family
on the issue. PPP leader Khursheed Shah claimed heart treatment was
not available at hospitals where Nawaz was treated and advised the PMLN to lodge a case against Prime Minister Imran Khan if Nawaz was
harmed.
The Sharif family and PML-N leaders also accused the government of
denying meeting with Nawaz Sharif in jail, despite the fact that he regularly
met people every Thursday, the day reserved for meetings in jail. On the
other hand, the government blamed the Sharif family for politicising his ailment. “Nawaz Sharif was provided with facilities in jail, which are not available to other prisoners and even millions of people who are not in jail. He
was offered to get treatment at a hospital and doctors of his choice, but he
wanted treatment abroad,” a Punjab government spokesman said.
When the Supreme Court took up his bail plea, it inquired about any
example of sending a convict abroad on bail for treatment. “Unfortunately,
our experience is not so good since all those sent abroad for medical treatment never came back,” bemoaned Chief Justice Asif Saeed Khosa. He
was citing former President General (retd) Pervez Musharraf, who was allowed to go abroad for treatment in the middle of a trial for committing high
treason, but did not return. On another point, the chief justice wondered
how Nawaz Sharif could proceed abroad even if he was granted bail because his name was on the Exit Control List (ECL). “We have to determine
whether his health has deteriorated or improved after going to prison since
despite suffering with the ailment, Nawaz Sharif participated in the last
election campaign, besides he also faced the corruption trial,” the chief
justice observed. Earlier, the Islamabad High Court had held that none of
Sharif's medical reports suggested that his continued incarceration would
be detrimental to his life in any way, adding that he had been hospitalised
time and again since January 2019, whenever he had complained about
his indisposition.
Nawaz Sharif’s bail for six seeks is a temporary relief for him. It will
boost the morale of his party workers, but he will not be able to leave the
country. It is said the PTI government would have been happy if the court
had allowed him to proceed abroad for treatment, because it would mark
the end of the PML-N and the field would be left open for the PTI in the
next election, at least in the Punjab.
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Poll

Between the
survey lines
Muhammad Ali

Strong approval rating for the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government
in a survey of Pakistanis by an international firm is an encouraging sign
for Prime Minister Imran Khan. However, critics say it only represents
hopes of the people from a new government, instead of its performance
in its first 100 days.
According to the nationwide poll of Pakistanis by the International
Republican Institute’s (IRI) Centre for Insights in Survey Research, 57
per cent of respondents think that Prime Minister Imran Khan is doing
either a “very good job” (17pc) or a “good job” (40pc) so far, and a combined 56pc approve of the government. A plurality of respondents (40pc)
say that they are willing to give the government one year (26pc) or two
years (14pc) to start delivering on their campaign promises. In the survey, inflation was singled out as the most important problem in Pakistan
(39pc), followed by poverty (18pc) and unemployment (15pc). Nearly
77pc of respondents between the ages of 18 and 35 saw the lack of jobs
as the biggest challenge facing young people in Pakistan. The poll also
indicates high levels of confidence in the results of the July 2018 general
election. A clear majority (84pc) say that the results were either “very
accurate” (46pc) or “somewhat accurate” (38pc). A combined 83pc believe that the election was either “completely free and fair” (50pc) or
“mostly free and fair” (33pc).
The survey data was collected between Nov 1 and 22, 2018, through
in-home, in-person interviews. The sample consisted of 3,991 respondents aged 18 and older and was representative of voting-age adults
nationally. The margin of error was 1.6pc. Commenting on the report,
Johanna Kao, IRI regional director for Asia, said “The survey suggests
that the government’s performance will be judged primarily on its ability
to address pressing economic concerns. Poor economic conditions are
a significant source of anxiety for Pakistanis. Despite Pakistan’s economic challenges, confidence in the new government and the prime minister is high. Pakistanis seem to be willing to give the government time
to deliver on its campaign promises, which will require difficult economic
reforms to revitalise the country’s struggling economy.”
However, the opposition Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) has rejected
the findings and questioned the timing of the release of the report. In a
statement, PPP Secretary-General Nayyar Bokhari said the survey report was released at a time when the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) was
“fast losing” its credibility among the public. “It is a complete negation
of the prevailing economic conditions and poor governance in the country,” he added. Contrary to the opposition’s claim that the July 2018 elections were engineered and manipulated, the poll indicates high levels
of confidence in the results.
Critics say the survey conducted in the past is an effort to cover up
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bad policies of the government. They say there had been an enormous
increase in the number of people living below the poverty line after the
government came to power. The conditions in the country have changed
drastically since November 2018, when the survey was conducted, as
there had been phenomenal increase in prices of commodities and the
country’s GDP (Gross Domestic Product) have come down to three per
cent in the last six months. Similarly, inflation is touching the mark of 8.5
per cent, the highest in the last four years.
However, the government claims the survey results indicate people’s
trust in it. In a Tweet, Federal Minister for Information and Broadcasting
Fawad Hussain said the Pakistan Peoples Party and the Pakistan Muslim League-N were not even close to the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf’s perception (among the masses).
Analysts say the IRI, though it claims to be non-partisan, yet it has a
political bias. It was extremely controversial during Arab spring, especially in Egypt. It is also not IRI’s first survey in Pakistan. Since 2002, it
has released various survey reports on the country. In the 2013 elections, it said PML-N leader Nawaz Sharif was the most popular leader
and predicted his win. Following the survey report, the PTI had hit back
and called it a “paid survey.” The roles this time have reversed. PTI social media activists are jubilant over the outcome of the survey. The IRI
also released a survey in 2017, in which PML-N leader Nawaz Sharif
had 63 percent popularity while Imran Khan received 39 percent appreciation. Few months later, Nawaz lost the election.
The survey was conducted when the government had not completed
its 100 days in office. Its performance in the first seven months has not
been satisfactory. Thousands of people have lost their jobs while it had
promised to create 10 new vacancies and build 5m houses. Prices of
all daily-use items have skyrocketed. Power and gas tariff hikes have
compounded the suffering of the common man. Even staunch supporters of the PTI find it hard to defend it. It has taken decisions which have
badly hurt the people of Pakistan. PTI’s supports claim Prime Minister
Imran Khan’s popularity has increased after Pakistan shot down two Indian fighters and captured a pilot, which was later released as a goodwell gesture for peace.
In a country, like Pakistan, the situation can change in few months.
The findings of the survey may be correct. The government has completed seven months. It should start delivering, instead of relying on the
survey report. The ruling party has not even set the direction for a new
Pakistan, according to its manifesto. Hospitals and education institutions
remain the same. The government will have to change its policies immediately and start working for the poor, otherwise the opposition can
exploit the situation.
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Politics

Bilawal’s dilemma
Muhammad Zain

Months after threatening to overthrow the government of Prime Minister
Imran Khan, Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) Chairman Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari has started criticizing national institutions. His bitterness has increased, as a fake accounts case against his father and former President
Asif Zardari is in the final stages in courts.
Experts claim Bilawal is being used by his father to save himself in the
case. However, Bilawal’s attempt could backfire and he himself could land
in trouble, instead of rescuing Zardari, because he is also an accused in
the case. It is believed he is attempting to threaten the establishment to
get relief for himself and his father, a tactic used by the Sharif family in the
Panama case, though it did not work. Bilawal has started targeting the establishment in the name of the government. He believes when he bashes
the government or Prime Minister Imran Khan, his aim is at the establishment, which he thinks has brought the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government to power after rigging the last election.
Bilawal was quite sure who was he targeting when he spoke against
the government over a crackdown on banned organizations. “The government has not arrested the leaders of banned outfits, but took them into
protective custody to save them from Indian jets. They have been taken
into protective custody, so that the Indian planes don’t blow them up,” he
told reporters in Islamabad after appearing in the National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) along with his father. The PPP chairperson also lashed out
at the National Accountability Bureau for “making cases to control politicians.” His remarks on banned outfits made headlines in India.
The NAB had summoned the PPP leaders in the fake accounts case
and the Park Lane case. A Karachi banking court was previously hearing
the case against the former president and his close aides, including Omni
Group Director Anwar Majeed. However, the NAB requested the court to
transfer the case to Islamabad. On March 15, the court ruled in NAB’s
favour and shifted the case to Islamabad. Ahead of the appearance, a
large number of PPP workers gathered near the NAB office and clashed
with the police. Over 35 workers were arrested for trying to get close to
the office gate. PPP workers had been especially instructed to reach the
capital to "express solidarity" with their leaders. They started waiting for
their leaders outside the office in the morning and created a scene to grab
media’s attention. They stopped the entry of their leaders to the premises
by surrounding their vehicles, making it difficult for them to proceed further.
PPP leader Nayyar Bukhari alleged that many "peaceful" workers had
been stopped from reaching the venue.
The PPP leaders were questioned for two hours in three cases by a
combined investigation team (CIT) of the NAB. It also handed them a
questionnaire pertaining to the cases, which they must respond to within
10 days. On the other hand, Information Minister Fawad Chaudhry compared the PPP workers with members of banned outfits. In a video message, he said some 500 PPP workers had gathered outside the NAB
office, of which a few dozen had clashed with the police, injuring four policemen and two cameramen. The minister alleged the PPP wanted to
teach a lesson to those who had summoned them for the probe. “How is
this attitude different form that of banned outfits against whom the NAP
(National Action Plan) is being enforced," he questioned.
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Earlier, the PPP chairman blamed the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf government and its ministers of “promising immunity” to banned extremist organizations and using their support to win the 2018 general election. In a
series of tweets, he said, “As long as compromised individuals remain in
the cabinet no one will take GOP claims seriously. Those who have supported such groups & their training camps must be removed from the federal cabinet. Finally, ministers who promised immunity to such groups
under PTI must go if GOP expects opposition to believe they are serious
about taking on extremism, banned organizations & distancing themselves
from past support to such groups.” He then shared an old article on Finance Minister Asad Umar’s meeting with Ansarul Ummah leader Maulana
Fazlur Rehman Khalil, who is also one of the founders of Harkatul Mujahideen al Islami (HuM), which has been banned over terrorism by international bodies. “Ministers who have been part of mainstreaming & got
support of such outfits during the elections must be removed from the federal cabinet,” he said and accused the PTI-led government of not being
responsive to his demand of a joint National Security Council (NSC) parliamentary committee. He tweeted, “The government has responded to
my demand to sack ministers associated with banned outfits by declaring
me anti-state, issuing death threats & NAB notices. None of this deters us
from our principle stand; form joint NSC parliamentary committee & act
against banned outfits.”
Meanwhile, Bakhtawar Bhutto-Zardari, daughter of Asif Zardari,
lamented the third generation of her family was being put on trial in fake
cases. In a Twitter message, she said: “This is the third generation of my
family being put on trial with fake cases whilst skeletons of dictators are
still untouchable. We have no justice of our grandfather’s murder but this
faulty justice system has the audacity to put his grandson on trial.”
One can sympathise with the Bhutto family for their sacrifices, but who
can forget the Surrey Palace? The late Benazir Bhutto and Asif Zardari always denied buying the mansion which was bought with ill-gotten gains in
1995. She even claimed to have never even visited the property. But
Zardari eventually admitted being behind the purchase in 2004, before it
was sold for more than £4million the following year, according to the British
media.
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Terror

Warning signs
for Muslims
Shahid Hussain

The killing of 50 Muslims, including nine Pakistanis, in the Christchurch
mosque shootings is a serious warning for Muslims in the West. If it happened in one of the most peaceful countries of the world, which has a
population of over four million and Muslims make up little over one per
cent of it, Muslims in other countries need to be more careful.
Experts say the New Zealand massacre was a fallout of decades of
systematic victimization of Muslims and growing hatred against them in
the West. Muslims around the world endure demonization, hatred and
discrimination on a daily basis. The terrorist is part of a transnational farright movement that has root in other places – from Norway to Germany.
Experts tracking the rise of far-right terrorism say extremism has been
growing in New Zealand and the warning signs of an attack had been
apparent. For a long time, New Zealand had assumed that extremism
did not exist there but the gruesome incident has shattered the myth.
The Muslim population in New Zealand is small but growing. According
to the 2013 census, the number of people affiliating with the Muslim religion increased 27.9 per cent from 2006, from 36,072 people to 46,149.
New Zealand boats of being a peaceful home to 213 ethnicities. Its
prime minister’s pointed out that the perpetrator was an Australia-born
person, implying that its own people would not commit such a terrible
act. However, it is a fact that the number of Islamaphobic attacks have
surged all over the world in recent years. In its annual report, Tell MAMA,
an organization measuring anti-Muslim attacks, noted a surge in the
number of Islamaphobic attacks in the United Kingdom, with 1,201 verified reports submitted in 2017, a rise of 26pc on the year before and the
highest number since it began recording incidents. It says anti-Muslim
sentiment is “becoming a global issue and a binding factor for extremist
far-right groups and individuals. It is a threat that needs to be taken seriously.”
According to the UK Home Office, the number of recorded hate crimes
has more than doubled in the past five years in the country. The US and
many other Western countries do not collect data about acts based on
anti-Muslim motivation or content or those in which the victim was targeted because of their Muslim identity. If anti-Muslim hate crimes have
increased in the United Kingdom, why New Zealand or any other Christian country would remain a "tolerant society," experts ask.
The unpleasant truth about the New Zealand attack is that it was not
an isolated incident. The terrorist’s manifesto makes it clear that he
thought along the same lines as some Western politicians, who have
been spreading anti-Muslim sentiment for years. Another inconvenient
truth is that many Western governments still believe that anti-Muslim terror falls within the scope of freedom of expression. In most cases, advocacy of violence is not considered a crime if white people are involved in
it. Today's toxic environment could not have existed without the West's
tacit complicity in the spread of racism and Islamophobia around the
world. The systematic alienation, marginalization and exclusion of immi-
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grants and Muslims by Western societies created the illusion that they
can be targeted – in their homes, at their offices or during prayers – without actual consequences.
There was no surprise when US President Donald Trump called the
Christchurch attack “a terrible thing” but stopped short of calling it a terrorist attack. When asked by a CNN anchor whether he sees white nationalism as a rising threat around the world, President Trump said: “I
don't really. I think it's a small group of people that have very, very serious
problems. I guess if you look at what happened in New Zealand, perhaps
that's the case. I don't know enough about it yet. They're just learning
about the person and the people involved. But it's certainly a terrible
thing, terrible thing.”
Anti-immigration ideals were a significant part of the 74-page manifesto of the Christchurch mosque attacker. It declares that one of the
goals of the shooting is to "directly reduce immigration rates to European
lands by intimidating and physically removing the invaders themselves."
The term "invaders" is peppered throughout the document, a reference
to the Muslim population, who, according to the manifesto, "seek to occupy my peoples lands and ethnically replace my own people." German
Chancellor Angela Merkel is also put on a hit list, targeted because "few
have done more to damage and racially cleanse Europe of its people."
According to the most recent figures from the FBI, hate crimes in the US
rose 17 percent in 2017 compared to the year before. And newly-released data from the Anti-Defamation League shows white supremacist
propaganda efforts in neighborhoods and on campus increased 182 percent in the country last year.
Experts say immigration has been an issue in New Zealand but bias
against Muslim immigration hasn't been as vocal as in Europe. The UK
has beefed up security of mosques after the New Zealand terror attack.
It is "perfectly possible" that a far-right attack like that seen in New
Zealand could happen in the UK,” Security Minister Ben Wallace told the
Commons. “The UK is seeing a growing threat from the far right. The attack must be a wake-up call for social media firms, who should be
ashamed they enabled the shootings to be live-streamed and shared,”
he added.
Experts say the Christchurch attack is the failure of leaders of the
whole world because they were either part of it or did not try hard to stop
it. The media needs to act more responsibly in its reporting. It was not a
coincidence that almost all leading news organizations of the world described the massacre as a shooting, not terrorism, because a white man
was involved in it and Muslims were the victims. National security organizations around the world will have to work harder to prevent such incidents in future. The Christchurch terrorist had been signaling his intention
to harm others, but he could not be stopped from acting upon his plans.
The West will have to address the root causes of right-wing radicalization
to stop further bloodshed.
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Strategy

Plans for mega
development in FATA
Raza Khan
The federal government is all set to initiate around one thousand billion rupees worth of development strategy in the erstwhile Federally Administered
Tribal Areas, now merged into the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) province.
The spending would be done over the period of 10 years. According to
Prime Minister Imran Khan, every year Rs100 billion would be spent on
the development of the merged districts.
Keeping in view huge developmental challenges in the merged tribal
districts (former FATA) of KP, the Rs1,000 billion is not substantial. The
government of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) may be trying to portray that
such an amount could bring about extensive development in the region but
this is a misperception. Here, it may be mentioned that in the last 15 years,
terrorists and militants have played havoc in the tribal districts and there
has been large-scale death, displacement and destruction there. However,
it is a gross misstatement that the destruction in the tribal districts has resulted in razing to the ground the infrastructure, because there was no
worthwhile infrastructure in the tribal areas even before the terror war. The
fact of the matter is that it was primarily due to the absence of any worthwhile infrastructure, or for that matter, development which gave birth to
gross disenchantment and discontentment within the population, which in
turn, resulted in the rise and proliferation of extremism and terrorism in the
region. Therefore, the entire tribal region has to be developed from scratch.
Now the million dollar question is what should be the strategy to develop
the tribal districts?
In order to develop the merged tribal districts of KP, several aspects
must be kept in mind. Firstly, the development strategy must be based on
the local development needs of the region and the people. Here, it is important to note that the region has been extensively underdeveloped and
it would not be a misstatement that the erstwhile FATA is one of the most
underdeveloped regions of the contemporary world. This was the reason
that the tribal districts, which straddle Pakistan’s border with Afghanistan,
itself one of the most underdeveloped countries, became a huge sanctuaries for the most dreaded terrorist groups on the globe, AlQaeda, as well
as ferocious militant organizations, like the Islamic Jihad Union and the
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP). So, the entire infrastructure of roads,
bridges, buildings, schools, hospitals and government secretariats needs
to be built in the region from scratch. This is indeed a daunting task and if
successive governments go on spending money in this regard, it would
still find itself wanting. Therefore, the government must hold a conference
of friendly donor institutions and countries and solicit huge funds for the
development of the former FATA. The PTI government could argue with
international donor organizations and countries that as the FATA had become the hub of international terrorism, which Pakistan eliminated with
great sacrifices and efforts, but it is only part of the solution. Because if the
region remains underdeveloped, there is every possibility that once again
international terrorist outfits may find sanctuaries and sympathizers there.
One knows that international organizations and western countries as well
as Japan are very much interested in development of the former FATA, so
the government has to present the case to them in a very forceful manner.
Coming to the point of consulting the people of the merged districts to
assess their development needs, it must be mentioned that this is quite
important but not sufficient condition for development. Obviously, assess-
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ing the needs of the people so that to make them part of the development
strategy is very important for any development policy to succeed. In this
regard, the PTI government has already started the consultative process
from Bajaur district, which is quite an encouraging step. Every merged
tribal district has peculiar development needs while all have common issues to be addressed. People could give the state authorities very significant input, which to a certain extent, must be incorporated in the overall
strategy. But here one point must be kept in the mind by the government
functionaries that inhabitants of the tribal areas of KP are not that educated
and cosmopolite, so that they could understand the entire concept of development as well as the trends and best practices of uplift followed across
the world. Therefore, the government must consult the most knowledgeable individuals and organizations to design the development strategy.
Without any doubt, the local context must be fully taken into consideration.
The inhabitants of the tribal districts would generally demand infrastructure
development, the provision of employment and funds to initiate businesses
or expand the existing ones. However, just concentrating on these demands and believing that it would bring about a huge positive change is
myopic. More important is the factor of quality education and training, particularly focusing on attitudes and behaviour change. The employment of
technology to educate the inhabitants of the tribal districts could be the key
to making their attitudes development-oriented.
A very important aspect of the development strategy in the merged districts of the Tribal Areas is to establish cities in the region, as it does not
have even one noteworthy urban centre. Development of new cities would
need expertise, technology and, above all, huge funds but the government
has to provide them what come may. The cities could provide the whole
environment for multidimensional development of the region. Cities would
not only provide civilized living spaces to the dwellers of the merged districts but also have extensive and profound wholesome impact on their attitudes and behaviours.
The development policy for the merged districts of KP must have an
economic strand. Here, some important realities must be kept in the mind
by the decision-makers. Firstly, extensive industrialization is not possible
in the region due to its location, far away from seaports. Secondly, any industries, if established there, would not be competitive. Thirdly, the region
could not attract huge industrial investment. Therefore, the strategists must
include the development of the agriculture and, particularly, the services
sector to bring about a positive change in the region. Insofar as the services sector is concerned, the establishment of cities in the merged districts
could be instrumental in this regard, because main services including transportation, telecommunication, hoteling, media and, most importantly, education could be developed in the cities. This sector could employ a huge
number of young men and women in the merged districts.
Any development strategy in the tribal belt of KP could not be successful, if it would not take into consideration the uplift of the females. Females
have always been marginalized in the tribal districts and they have had no
role in decision-making including their own lives and destinies. Without providing the women population of the merged tribal districts with opportunities
to have personal development, they could not play their critical role in the
overall development of the region.
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Politics

PTI’s own goal
Husnain Shahid

The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government has shelved a plan to increase the salaries of Punjab Assembly's legislators after Prime Minister
Imran Khan expressed "extreme disappointment" at it. The plan, though
not implemented, has caused a huge loss to the party and maligned its
image in the public.
It was not shocking when legislators from the government and the opposition joined hands for their personal gains and passed the bill to increase their salaries threefold in few minutes. However, Punjab Chief
Minister Usman Buzdar’s inability to stop the bill or his tacit support for it
has stumped PTI supporters, who wanted the ruling party to act differently
from previous governments. If passed, the pay raise would have been unprecedented in Pakistan’s history. It has further maligned the image of
Chief Minister Usman Buzdar, who is accused of being inapt and inexperienced by his critics, after facing harsh criticism over his heavy protocol
and use of a special plane in his initial days in office. It was feared he could
lose his job after the debacle but many factors retrained Prime Minister
Imran Khan from removing him.
The Punjab Assembly Members (MPAs) have been demanding an increase in the salary on the grounds that their colleagues in other provinces,
particularly in Balochistan, are drawing much higher pays and fringe benefits. However, they ignore the fact that the number of MPAs in the Punjab
Assembly is more than the number of MPAs in all the provincial assemblies. Even a meagre raise in their salaries puts a huge burden on the national exchequer. The Punjab Assembly’s bill aimed to increase salaries
of the chief minister, ministers, speaker and deputy speaker, chairmen of
committees, advisers, special assistants and all members through amendments to different laws, each relating to each category. It sought an increase in the monthly salary of the speaker from the existing Rs37,000 to
Rs200,000, of the deputy speaker from Rs35,000 to Rs 185,000, of the
chief minister from Rs39,000 to Rs300,000, of the ministers from Rs35,000
to Rs185,000, of the parliamentary secretaries from Rs20,000 to
Rs83,000, of the special assistants form Rs35,000 to Rs185,000, of advisers from Rs30,000 to Rs185,000, and of MPAs from Rs18,000 to Rs
80,000. The bill also recommended an increase in the amounts of their
utility bills, sumptuary allowances, etc. It proposed an upward revision of
the annual travelling allowance of the parliamentary secretaries from the
existing Rs120,000 to Rs200,000. If the bill had been passed, each MPA
would have been getting more than the prime minister. According to Prime
Minister Imran Khan’s salary slip, he earns less than other ministers in his
cabinet. He also earns less than the chief ministers of all four provinces.
He earns Rs196,179 per month which includes basic salary of Rs107280,
Rs50,000 in Sumptuary Allowance, Rs21,456 in Adhoc Relief Allowance,
Rs12,110 in Ad hoc Allowance and Rs10,728 in Ad hoc Relief All.
Under the bill, five former chief ministers were entitled to at least 16
personnel of the government in addition to three official vehicles for life.
Moreover, a “government maintained” house was to be provided to the former chief ministers for life in Lahore, if they don’t own any residence in the
Punjab capital. The bill also allowed use of airport VIP lounges by sitting
and former MPAs. They were also entitled to official passports. Diplomatic
passports were recommended for former elected chief ministers while for-
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mer MPAs would get free indoor and outdoor medical facilities of the same
standards available to the sitting legislators.
After the passage of the bill, Prime Minister Imran Khan summoned
Punjab Chief Minister Usman Buzdar for an explanation. When the bill was
approved, the prime minister had taken to Twitter to express his "extreme
disappointment" over the move, saying that it was "untenable" in the current atmosphere when the country "(does) not have resources to provide
basic amenities to all our people". Two days after the premier had publicly
denounced the move, Punjab Assembly Speaker Pervez Elahi reviewed
the bill and amended a clause that proposed the increase in perks and
privileges provided to the lawmakers. The amendment removed the lifetime perks and privileges of the chief minister, leaving intact only "suitable
and adequate security".
After the bill was presented and passed in the assembly, social media
expressed strong reservations against it. Cynthia D. Ritchie, a Pakistanbased American filmmaker, said “for those of us who were supportive – or
at the very least hopeful – of genuine #austerity measures, this is a huge
disappointment. The same CM accused of having excess protocol/security
convoy a few months ago is now accused of excessive salary increases.
Bovine fertilizer!” Many PTI supporters pointed out that if the government
itself was not following the prime minister’s instructions to reduce expenses, who else shall be?
Besides the prime minister, several federal ministers reacted to the pay
hike and took to Twitter to express their disappointment. Minister for
Human Rights Shireen Mazari, said, “Punjab legislature directly contravenes PTI government policy of austerity and cost cutting. Shameful behavior in these financially critical times!” Awn Chaudhary, Advisor to the
Chief Minister Punjab, whose main salary already goes to Shaukat
Khanum Hospital, also tweeted that he had “refused to accept the increased salary from the Punjab government.”
Prime Minister Imran Khan has managed to block the bill. Still, critics
say he should have acted much earlier, when the bill was presented and
approved. The passage of the bill has already harmed him. It was also a
failure on part of the chief minister that he could not timely inform the prime
minister about it. It also shows that the chief minister is a weak link between the Centre and the province and that the fault lines in the provincial
government are beginning to resurface.
It is speculated that the prime minister wanted to replace the chief minister but PTI’s thin majority in the Punjab Assembly and support of allies
for Usman Buzdar stopped him from it. So, he decided to give another
chance to him, with directions to take steps for improvement in governance
in the province. The chief minister will have to make to most of the last
chance to prove his critics wrong.
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Violence

Lessons from the
Christchurch attack
Raza Khan

The recent terrorist attack on a mosque in New Zealand, killing nearly 50
innocent Muslim worshipers by a fundamentalist Christian from Australia,
has really shocked the world, but it has also clarified some global misperceptions.
The terrorist attack in a mosque in New Zealand’s city of Christchurch,
in which a fundamentalist Christian, Brenton Tarrant, entered the mosque
and opened indiscriminate firing on the Muslim worshippers, has invited
condemnation from far and wide. The most important perception which the
terrorist attack on a mosque in New Zealand has dispelled is that fundamentalism has not been specific to Muslims. Without any doubt, in recent
decades many Muslim outfits, including Al Qaeda, Islamic State and many
others, have been involved in terrorist attacks. However, the western-dominated international media has been associating terrorism with Muslims
and even Islam. However, this has been a very critical mistake of the western media and the New Zealand mosque attack vividly proves it. Although
terrorism has no religion, yet there is no doubt that the terrorist killing the
Muslim worshipers is a self-declared Christian fundamentalist. Unfortunately, he has not been dubbed so by the western media.
The sound-minded intellectuals belonging to any religion or region of
the world must use the attack on the Muslim worshippers in New Zealand
as a reference point to explain to the global audience that Muslims and
Islam must not be seen in the context of terrorism. Moreover, fundamentalism is itself an anathema and people with extremist minds could use the
name of any religion, whether Islam or Christianity, to perpetrate violence.
It is also important to note that the Western countries, intelligentsia and
governments have been too much concerned about the growth of fundamentalism and terrorist trends among Muslims, particularly young men living in the western countries. However, they have had glossed over the fact
that fundamentalism has steadily been growing among Christian youths
across the world. Thus, downplaying a threat and its potential does not
serve any purpose. This is an important lesson which all of us must learn
from the New Zealand mosque attack. Otherwise, Christian fundamentalism and its translation into terrorist attacks could become a great threat to
the stability and security of western societies and states. The western governments and think-tanks must now look into the causes of growing fundamentalism in young Christian men and this is, indeed, very important,
not only for the stability and solidarity of their societies and states but also
international peace and order. Because, there are around one and a half
billion Muslims in the World living in around 50 plus countries and having
sizable populations in the Christian-dominated Western countries. If extremists among Muslims started attacking Christians in the Muslim countries, and the Western countries the entire international system would be
in tatters and clash of civilizations, as envisioned by an influential western
scholar Samuel P Huntington, would be become a reality.
Insofar as the causes of fundamentalism among Christian youths is
concerned, according to Australian Senator Fraser Anning, it was basically
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because of unabated immigration of Muslims from their countries to the
western countries including Australia and New Zealand. This is pure
racism because how come one could stop immigrants from Muslim countries, or for that matter any underdeveloped country, to go and take residence and occupation in the developed, economically-affluent Western
countries. It is but natural that people would move to economically- thriving
countries and regions in search of better life prospects and it is the fundamental right of every, human to move around for better opportunities obviously respecting the law of the land. So, all Muslims, who were martyred
in the New Zealand mosque, were law-abiding citizens and living in that
country legally. It is the state and its laws that either allow or not aliens to
come to and take up residence and work. In the age of globalization which
stresses a free flow of goods, services, information and human resources
across international boundaries, it is, indeed, stupid to ban lawful movement of humans. People, whether Muslim, Christians, Jews or Hindus,
would move around the world, keeping in view international laws and
treaties. Here, one important point is that if immigration is really behind the
gruesome attack, like the one by Tarrant, then why did he not kill Hindu
immigrants to New Zealand or even to his own country, Australia, as the
number of Hindus from India or other countries may be more than Muslims
living in the country. Thus, the attack on the Christchurch mosque is a vivid
evidence of well-grown Islamophobia in the Western countries among a
section of the fundamentalist population. It is the fear of Islam and the potential role it could play in fundamentally changing for good societies of
the West, which is the main cause of attacks on Muslims.
The situation, which has emerged after the loathsome terrorist attack
on the Christchurch mosque must drive Muslim intelligentsia to think that
there is a need to quickly change their societies by employing the core beliefs of the great religion of Islam of peace and humanity and by developing
and employing most latest technologies. More importantly, Muslim intellectuals have to think that it is futile to vituperate the West and other religions for the sordid state of affairs in the Muslim world. The West may be
responsible, in many respects, for the sorry state of affairs in many Muslim
countries; however, it is also because of certain fundamental problems
within Muslim societies that have been equally responsible for preventing
the development of Muslim states and societies. The foremost of these
problems include ultra-conservativeness, illiteracy, ignorance and economic backwardness among others. The Christchurch mosque attack must
tell Muslims that although they have every right to move around the world
to earn a decent living yet it is equally important that developing their own
countries and societies has become important. The population of Muslims
is growing with each passing day and it is becoming increasingly difficult
to cater to the needs of such a large number of population, merely by sticking to traditional ways of thinking and behaving. Otherwise, more and more
Muslims would move towards the West and make the situation there explosive for themselves and for the host countries.
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Human Resource

Meeting the
unemployment challenge
Muhammad Jahangir

According to a recent survey, the number of unemployed people in Pakistan now stands at 1.5 million, higher than in 2013. The last time the
unemployment rate was so high was in fiscal 2002, when it stood at
8.3% during the early years of the Musharraf administration. During the
entire period of the Zardari regime, the unemployment rate went up by
only 1%, rising from 5.2% in 2008 to 6.2% in 2013. By contrast, the unemployment rate has increased by more than twice that much during 5
years of the PML-N government.
At the end of fiscal 2017, the unemployment rate jumped to 7.3%,
as 800,000 more people joined the ranks of the jobless due to the slow
economic growth rate of only 4%. The pool of unemployed people had
increased to 4.6 million by June 2016. During the fiscal year 2017, another 700,000 people were added to the unemployed population and
the unemployment rate stood at 8.3%. The pool of unemployed people
has grown to 5.3 million, as the government again missed its economic
growth rate target of 5.1%. The latest UN Human Development report
says that Pakistan’s working age population includes around 3.5 million
unemployed individuals. An additional 1.4 million or more people of
working age will join the labour force every year for the next five years.
Pakistan is one of the world’s most populous countries and blessed
with plenty of untapped human resource. Most of the country’s over 200
million citizens are young and ready to work. However, there are not
enough jobs in the country to cater to the growing needs of its younger
population. According to estimates of the International Labour Organisation (ILO), unemployment between the ages of 15 and 24 in Pakistan
is 10.8 percent. This is higher than other countries in the region such
as India, Bangladesh and Nepal.
The growth in employment creation is necessary to match the unprecedented number of young people entering the working age. The
country needs an urgent strategy to tackle the issue. Experts say that
Pakistan needs an annual growth rate of at least 7% to create enough
jobs to absorb new entrants into the labour market. The ranks of the
unemployed are expected to rise by another 400,000 people in fiscal
2019, taking the additional number of jobless people to 1.9 million. The
unemployment rate is expected to jump up to 8.6%, a number that could
be even higher if the government’s target growth rate is missed.
As the economy is not growing at the required pace, finding jobs
has become a serious problem for a majority of the people, especially
the youth. As we all know, government jobs are few and far between,
while in the private sector, opportunities are shrinking due to the slowdown in industrial growth caused by energy shortages and security issues. Karachi is the economic engine of Pakistan but for many years it
has not been working to its full potential. Pakistan has numerous natural resources but the problem is that they are not being fully utilized.
To fight unemployment, we need to speed up the pace of industrial
development in the country. To this end, the energy supply should be
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sufficiently augmented to feed the existing industries and encourage
the establishment of new ones. The government also needs to promote
the establishment of small industries in the undeveloped areas, an initiative which has been found to be a good solution to the unemployment
problem in many countries. The agro-industry is another sector whose
development can go a long way to absorb the youth bulge in the rural
areas. Side by side, steps should be taken to reshape the education
structure in Pakistan to produce more specialized and technically qualified manpower to fill the skill gap in many sectors of the economy.
For the purpose, more technical training institutes need to be established all over the country. A growing economy is the best insurance
against rising unemployment. To this end, the PTI government should
do perspective planning, focusing on areas with the highest potential
for job creation. Few months ago, the government had announced a
number of incentives for businesses in its mini-budget, aimed at getting
the wheels of the economy moving. The measures announced by the
finance minister, if implemented honestly, can create more jobs.
Keeping in view the fact that there is a close link between growth
and jobs, the government should target a higher growth rate to achieve
the goal of 10 million jobs. Explaining the relationship between the GDP
growth and employment in one of its recent reports, the State Bank of
Pakistan has noted that every percentage point increase in the growth
rate translates into the creation of 0.2 million jobs. By this count, the
government should aim for a 10pc GDP growth rate to create 2 million
jobs every year throughout its term in office to achieve its goal. This is
a big challenge for the PTI government which should marshal all its resources to overcome it.
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Economics

Microfinance is new
growth industry
Muhammad Jahangir

In a cash-strapped economy like ours, microfinance has an important role
to play. Big banks do not lend to small commercial units due to which their
working and growth is hampered. Here in comes the role of microfinance.
In advanced economies special measures are adopted to encourage microfinance activities.
It is gratifying to note that in the last few years, the microfinance industry in Pakistan has expanded fast. The latest data released by the microfinance sector’s representative body, Pakistan Microfinance Network
(PMN), shows a positive year-on-year growth for the year ended December 31, 2018. The PMN is a collection of 42 microfinance providers
(MFPs). As per the PMN, these MFPs are a sum of 12 microfinance banks
(MFBs), 16 microfinance institutions providing specialized microfinance
services, four rural support programmes that are running microfinance operations as well, and 10 social sector organisations that provide microfinance to small commercial ventures.
According to available figures, good progress was registered in all three
key areas – credit, savings, and insurance. On the borrowing side, the
number of active borrowers grew by 20 percent year-on-year – an addition
of 1.1 million users in 2018. With 6.9 million users, a third of the potential
market for microfinance is reportedly covered. The gross loan portfolio
grew by 36 percent year-on-year to Rs275 billion, an increase of Rs72 billion. At the same time, average loan size grew to over Rs55000 by 2018
end, up from 48500 in 2017 end. At the same time, the number of savers
grew by 14 percent to 35.3 million – an addition of 4.3 million new savers.
Savings portfolio attracted Rs53 billion more in deposits, or a growth of 28
percent year-on-year with the final tally of Rs240 billion by December 2018.
An encouraging development is that MFBs have increasingly reduced
their dependence on borrowings from commercial banks. But the entire
deposit portfolio cannot be classified as “micro”. This is because MFBs
also offer attractive deposit schemes to corporate as well as well-to-do individuals. The third product, micro insurance, also continues to grow at a
healthy rate. The number of policy holders stood at 8.5 million by 2018
end, up 16 percent, or one million more, as compared to the previous year.
The sum insured jumped by Rs50 billion to stand at Rs249 billion, displaying a healthy growth of 25 percent year-on-year. Micro insurance is linked
with growth in micro-credit, as MFBs tend to sell it alongside their loans.
The latest figures show that the microfinance providers now cover 135
districts in Pakistan, with a total of 4,239 branches or units. The potential
market size is estimated at 20 million borrowers – with a third already covered. To reach the remaining two-thirds, the gross loan portfolio will have
to expand by over Rs500 billion. The recent launch of the Pakistan Microfinance Investment Company, which is a PPAF spin-off that is also funded
by donors, can be instrumental in bridging the gap. According to the SBP,
a Line of Credit (LoC) is being established with the funding support of the
government of Pakistan under the World Bank's Financial Inclusion Infrastructure Project. The new scheme will allow MFBs to improve microen-
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terprises' access to credit. Commercial banks will need to play a role, too.
To help increase microfinance activity and the needed credit, a new law
needs to be passed making it mandatory for commercial banks to allocate
a certain portion of their deposit funds to micro credit.
According to the State Bank of Pakistan, the microcredit portfolio
posted an increase of 53.5 percent to reach Rs 111.9 billion as at end of
FY17 compared to Rs 72.86 billion end of FY16. Similarly, the number of
borrowers of Microfinance banks (MFBs) grew by 29.9 percent to 2.209
million during FY17. Asset base grew by 52.5 percent to Rs203.3 billion,
by the end of the last fiscal year compared to Rs133.324 billion, by the
end of the previous year. The latest figures show that there was a doubledigit growth in key sector indicators. The borrowing side picked up significantly in the first six months of the calendar year, and the number of active
borrowers reached 5.2 million, a growth of 14 percent since December
2016. The gross loan portfolio increased to Rs171 billion, up 25 percent
from Rs137 billion reported six months ago.
The latest data based on reports from 39 microfinance providers
(MFPs) – 11 microfinance banks, 12 microfinance institutions, four rural
support programmes, and 12 social sector organisations - shows that microfinance is expanding its penetration across Pakistan. The sector was
able to extend micro-credit services to over 5.202 million low-income borrowers by June 30, 2017, registering an increase of 25 percent from 4.161
million in the previous year. Concurrently, a growth of 57 percent or Rs
62.127 billion was also registered in the gross loan micro-credit portfolio
that increased to Rs 171 billion from Rs 108.8 billion during the preceding
year. The average loan balances also increased by Rs6,703 to reach
Rs32,868.
To serve the credit demand of 10 million borrowers, the microfinance
entities need to disburse additional Rs220 billion over the existing loanbook size. The recent launch of the Pakistan Microfinance Investment
Company can be instrumental in bridging the gap. Commercial banks will
need to play a role, too. According to SBP, a Line of Credit (LoC) is being
established with the funding support of the government of Pakistan under
the World Bank's Financial Inclusion Infrastructure Project. The new
scheme will allow MFBs to improve microenterprises' access to credit.
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Education

Bad news from KP
education system
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

Amna Khatoon and Zeenat Khatoon had to stop their education three
and two years back, respectively, after passing their fifth grade examination. They live in Chapal Abad, a small village situated at the northwest end of tehsil Katlang of district Mardan. They attended Government
Girls Primary School in their village up to fifth grade, but could not get
admission to the sixth grade as there is no high school for girls in thies
village of a small population. Their father, Muhammad Usman Khan, a
labour, cannot afford sending them to a high school, situated in another
village, which discontinued of their education.
The story of Amna and Zeenat is a common story in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, but sadly in runs, in contrary to big claims of the Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP)
province.
The Prime Minister Imran Khan-led PTI has been in power in KP
since 2013. The party has always made tall claims about placing education on top of its priority list. In August 2018, Arshad Khan, special
Secretary Education Department, had told Cutting Edge by telephone
that hundreds of new schools were being opened in the province and
education standard at public sector schools had been raised to the level
that nearly 150,000 students left private schools and returned to government schools during the past five years.
The secretary claimed that 55,000 new teachers were hired on merit
and a hefty amount of Rs30 billion was spent on the provision of missing
facilities in government schools. The KP education budget, which stood
at Rs. 63 billion in 2013, was increased to a record Rs138 billion in
2017, showing a massive increase of 114%, he added. He also claimed
credit for the PTI reconstructing 760 schools, ignored in Abbottabad,
Haripur, Mansehra, Batagram and Torghar after the devastating 2015
earthquake.
However, in the first week of March 2019, a big scandal about huge
corruption in the education sector of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa hit headlines
in the national press. The provincial chief minister was informed by its
own agency - Elementary & Secondary Education Foundation (ESEF) that amongst 41,000 out-of-school children, enrolled in the targeted six
districts of the province till 2017, nearly 21,000 were fake. Also, out of
total 90 schools, established in just one district for the same purpose,
70 were found ghost.
In yet another educational initiative, Iqra Farogh-e-Taleem Voucher
Scheme (IFTVS), the provincial government had been doling out mil-
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lions of rupees to “fake” students as well as “ghost” schools without conducting any audit. According to a report, published in an English-language daily, the enrolment of a large number of fake out-of-school
children (OOSC) in ghost schools during the past PTI government had
turned out to be a big scandal. The official report for the year 2018-19
showed that corruption in the name of education has spread to 19 of
total 25 provincial districts, where the scheme was launched.
The report claimed that in addition to officials of Elementary and Secondary Education Foundation (ESEF), the provincial Bureau of Statistics
was also found involved in registering ghost students and schools. It revealed that the 2018-19 physical verification of total out-of-school children of 25 different districts, where the programme was launched, out
of total 93,300 enrolled students, only 51,798 were physically verified.
It means that almost 43,000 were found ghost.
Documents show that the Bureau of Statistics, in July 2018, provided
data to the Education Foundation, according to which, 93,300 out-ofschool children were successfully enrolled in 1,500 low-cost private
schools across the province.
The Education Foundation carried out 10% validation/ verification
against the data of the Bureau of Statistics. However, while physical verification of the schools and OOSC in district Mansehra was undertaken
by the Education Foundation MD, it was found that the staff concerned
of the Foundation and BoS had colluded and in active connivance with
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one each other, registered thousands of ghost out-of-school children.
Later the district programme officers were instructed to carry out
100% verification of the 93,300 out-of-school children in the private
schools. The process showed that out of 93,300 children, only 51,708
were found genuine in 25 districts of the province. In only five, out of
total 25 districts, no ghost students was found. In one district, at the time
of 100% verification, the students’ number was found more than those
registered.
On the other hand, according to an annual report of the Independent
Monitoring Unit (IMU), there are total 21,179 primary schools in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa where 12,593 boys and 8,589 girl students study. But, surprisingly, there are only 2,242 high schools in the province and out of it,
812 are for girls, while 1,430 are for boy students, while the number of
higher secondary schools is just 643 in the province. The data clearly
shows why Amnas and Zeenats are forced to quite education half way,
though under the Article 25 of the Constitution, it is the responsibility of
the state to provide compulsory education to 5 to 16 years old children.
But, sadly, all governments of the past including the Pakistan Tehreeke-Insaf (PTI), have failed to check dropout of children.
An official of the IMU told Cutting Edge that from 73 to 77% children
are forced to leave their government schools after completing primary
education due to shortage of high schools, low standard education and
poor results in the province, while only 23 to 27% children get their education till matriculation in government schools.
The official told Cutting Edge that a majority of middle class girl and
boy students take admission to private schools, while children of poor
parents confine themselves to child labour or homes, leaving their education incomplete. The enrolment of children remains 63% at primary
level, while it reduces to 35% in high schools. On the other hand, the
same enrolment remains 33% and it increases to 65% in high schools.
At least 180,0560 children are still out of school in KP.
According to official documents, 705,542 children took admission to
KG in 2006-7, while in 2011-12, only 381,281 children could reach 9th
class and so only 223,529 girl and boy students complete their education till 8th class. The documents say that in 2016-17, 174,334 children
reached matriculation class and thus total 23% children received education till Matric in government schools, while 544,024 children left public sector educational institutions.
According to the Elementary and Secondary Education, 668,335 children took admission to prep class in 2007-8 and the number reduced to
370,619 in 5th class, while the number of the students further reduced
to 25% in Matric in 2017-18. According to the official figures of KP,
64.59% boy students and 46% girl students get primary education, while
only 24.33% boy students and 19% girl students complete primary education in the merged Tribal Areas and the number further reduces in
high schools. According to the documents, 370,619 enrolment of children was recorded in 5th class in 2012-13, which further reduced in the
next years.
The documents showed that 297,646 children took admission to 6th
class during 2013-14, while next year 260,968 children were admitted
to 7th class and in the same way, 238,597 children reached 8th class in
2015-16, while the strength further reduced in 9th class while 196,029
children could reach 9th class in 2016-17. The documents showed that
169,782 students could reach 10th class in 2017-18 and this showed
that 200,837 children dropped out of government schools during class
5th to class 10th.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Information Minister Shaukat Yousafzai admits
that the majority of children leave their education incomplete after primary education due to social or financial compulsions or other reasons
and the government was working seriously to check thies trend. Talking
to Cutting Edge by telephone, he claimed that parents were not interested in sending their children to school. They themselves push their
children to child labour; however, the government was providing freeof-cost education in the province. He claimed that schools were being
arranged in buildings in areas where no middle and high schools are
available, so that the children could complete their education near their
homes.
However, he termed the reports of fake enrolments and ghost
schools “more propaganda and less reality”. He said the provincial government was seriously looking into the issue and stern action would be
taken against all those found responsible for the mismanagement and
corruption. He said that a new system of monitoring was being evolved
to check dropouts.
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Radicalisation

Islamophobia and
Western media
Faheem Amir

The world is drifting rapidly towards destruction and disorder due to terrorism, hatred, extremism, prejudice, poverty, inequality, political exploitation, immigration, misuse of artificial intelligence, including print,
electronic and social media. There are also some sane voices which are
preaching love, tolerance, fraternity, humanitarianism and brotherhood
to tackle these threats to the existence of mankind and the world.
On March 15, terrorist Brenton Tarrant, a 28-year-old Australian,
killed at least 50 innocent people, including children and women in
Christchurch, New Zealand. He attacked two mosques and broadcasted
the attacks live on Facebook via a helmet-mounted camera. The terror
attacks on Muslims in the mosques have shaken the entire world, especially the Muslim countries. The attacks have brought into focus the
rising threat of white supremacy, Islamophobia, prejudice, hatred, gun
laws, misuse of media and the role of online chatrooms in spreading hatred, bigotry, extremism and radicalising people.
The Western thinkers and media are trying to dig out the real causes
of Islamophobia and anti-Muslim sentiments. They also suggest some
steps to curb terrorism and Islamophobia.
Almost all leaders of the world have condemned the terror attacks.
But, American and Western politicians and leaders should also stop their
anti-Muslim rhetoric, if they want to stop such attacks occurring again
in the world, especially in their countries.
It is a harsh reality that Brenton Tarrant’s online manifesto reflects
the hatred and teachings of anti-Muslim politicians, intellectuals and
leaders. The manifesto reads: “Even if we were to deport all Non-Europeans from our lands tomorrow, the European people would still be spiraling into decay and eventual death,” it continues. “In the end we must
return to replacement fertility levels, or it will kill us.” He goes on to refer
to his “dislike” of Muslims by referring to the attacks as “revenge” against
Islam. He talks of a “white genocide” and describes Muslim immigrants
as the “most despised group of invaders in the West.”
HA Hellyer, a senior associate fellow at the Royal United Services
Institute and the Atlantic Council, and the author of Muslims of Europe:
the ‘Other’ Europeans, writes: “The themes of that manifesto – that Muslims are invaders, intent on replacing the white majority in Europe and
the West – are indelibly linked to others on the far right, such as Anders
Breivik, who went on his own murderous rampage in 2011 in Norway.
But it has a long pedigree in Western societies and is not restricted to
the political fringes”.
Mehdi Hasan, a famous journalist, writes “When I read his manifesto,
I couldn’t help but think of high-profile American politicians, such as the
President of the United States who said, “Islam hates us,” referred to
“people coming out of mosques with hatred and death in their eyes and
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on their minds,” and compared a caravan of migrants to an “invasion.”
Or Sen. Ted Cruz, who called on “law enforcement to patrol and secure
Muslim neighborhoods before they become radicalized.” Or Sen. Marco
Rubio who said he was in favor of “closing down anyplace — whether
it’s a cafe, a diner, an internet site — anyplace where radicals are being
inspired.” Or Sen. Lindsey Graham who declared: “If I have to monitor
a mosque, I’ll monitor a mosque.” Or former Gov. Mike Huckabee who
described Muslims in the Middle East coming out of mosques on Fridays
“like uncorked animals.” Or even former President Bill Clinton, who suggested at the Democratic National Convention in 2016 that MuslimAmerican citizenship was contingent on good behavior and proving
loyalty: “If you’re a Muslim and you love America and freedom and you
hate terror, stay here and help us win and make a future together.” When
I read the alleged shooter’s manifesto, I couldn’t help but recall how
right-wing pundits have made so many similar statements — and paid
no penalty. For example, author Ann Coulter who has spoken openly of
“ragheads,” “camel jockeys,” and “jihad monkeys,” declaimed three days
after 9/11 that “we should invade their countries, kill their leaders, and
convert them to Christianity.” Or commentator Ben Shapiro, who believes that a “majority” of the world’s Muslim population is “radicalized”
and has claimed “Arabs like to bomb crap and live in open sewage.” Or
Fox News host Tucker Carlson, who has won the support of neo-Nazis
by repeatedly making not-so-coded references to the white genocide
conspiracy theory and has also dismissed Iraqis as “semiliterate primitive monkeys.” Or Brigitte Gabriel, friend of the President, who thinks
that “a practicing Muslim who believes the word of the Quran to be the
word of Allah, who abides by Islam, who goes to mosque and prays
every Friday … cannot be a loyal citizen to the United States of America.” Or Steve Bannon, former executive chair of Breitbart News and exadviser to the President, who has declared, “Islam is not a religion of
peace” but “a religion of submission,” and warned that the U.S. could
transform into the “Islamic States of America.” When I read the manifesto, I couldn’t help but remember the names of some prominent liberals, too, such as atheist and scientist Sam Harris, who dubbed Islam
“the mother lode of bad ideas” and announced “we are not at war with
terrorism. We are at war with Islam.” Or TV host Bill Maher, who called
Islam “a mafia” and accused “violent” Muslims of bringing “that desert
stuff to our world.” Or author and ex-Muslim Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who has
demanded that Islam be “crushed” and thinks “every devout Muslim,
who aspired to practice genuine Islam, even if they didn’t actively support the [9/11] attacks, they must have at least approved of them.” Or
novelist Martin Amis, who once said, “There’s a definite urge — don’t
you have it? — to say, ‘The Muslim community will have to suffer until it
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gets its house in order.’ What sort of suffering? Not letting them travel.
Deportation — further down the road. Curtailing of freedoms. Stripsearching people who look like they’re from the Middle East or from Pakistan.…I doubt it. “People who can only condemn racism and
Islamophobia — being ‘horrified’ and ‘shocked’ — only when so much
blood is spilled are part of the problem,” the Cambridge academic
Priyamvada Gopal observed on Twitter on Friday. “Because the rest of
the time, they are busy normalising & minimising them.”
It is very tragic that many politicians and media houses in the UK are
also not fulfilling their responsibilities. Politicians are also not trying seriously to spread teachings of love and brotherhood among the people
of the country. They are not willing to dispel the misconception about
Islam and Muslims among the people. Some newspapers, like Daily Mail
and the Mirror, have played very bad role in instigating hatred against
Muslims. These newspapers are slanting and twisting news which are
against ethics of journalism.
Nosheen Iqbal writes in the Guardian: “Islamophobia does not simply
exist on the unpalatable mass of the internet. It’s not the preserve of
rightwing extremists whom we write off as online nutters. It leaks across
public life, in our institutions and our media, to form a pernicious feedback loop and almost nobody cares. If in doubt, consider the lonely figure cut by Sayeeda Warsi, whose calls for an inquiry into the
documented Islamophobia within the Conservative party are blithely ignored by government…Both the Daily Mail and the Mirror chose to gorge
on the terrorist’s brutality and broadcast his footage to their audience
until they were shamed into removing it. How did this angelic little boy
grow up to be a mass killer, asks the Mirror. What did his grandmother
think of her “good boy” grandson, probes the Daily Mail… It’s an exhausted cliche to point out the hypocritical differences in the way the
Christchurch terrorist is being covered by our press and what we learned
about, say, the killers of the British soldier Lee Rigby. Or the 7/7
bombers”.
Modern technology has become a very destructive tool in the hands
of terrorists. They want to creat fear among people by terrorist activities.
Now, with the help of modern tools of mass communication, like TV, social media, Facebook, Whatsupp etc., terrorists are achieving their designes easily and quickly. Jason Burke, a prominent journalist, writes
about this new development in the Guardian: “Terrorism is effective because it always seems near. It always seems new. And it always seems
personal...It feels personal because, although statistics may show we are
many times more likely to die in a banal domestic accident, we instinctively conclude from an attack on the other side of the street, the city or,
in the case of New Zealand, the other side of the world, we might be next.
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Terrorism always seems near – at least when it happens in an environment resembling our own – because the shocking images on our phones,
televisions or newspapers erase the distance between us and the source
of danger. It always seems new because although each attack follows a
familiar timeline – the first reports amid chaos and confusion, statements
by police and politicians, analysis from commentators waking up in successive time zones, the identification of attackers and victims, condolences and flags at half-mast, debates about radicalisation etc – each is
unique. In the 1970s, terrorism expert Brian Michael Jenkins famously
said “terrorism was theatre”. This succinctly captured its spectacular, performative nature. These days, it seems more like an endless TV series
that everyone wishes was over but that everyone watches nonetheless...
Terrorism is “propaganda by deed”, the term coined in the 19th century
by its first modern practitioners. Violence alone is not enough. That violence has to terrorise – inspire irrational fear and so change minds – but
has to radicalise and mobilise too. It has to send a message to enemies,
supporters and, perhaps most importantly, those who are neither. AlQaida and ISIS made this explicit. So did Tarrant’s “manifesto”. Every
change in media technology over the past half century or more, arguably
much longer, has made it easier for terrorists to achieve this aim. Then
came the biggest change: digital. As media organisations evolved, so did
terrorist ones. Top down was out, peer to peer was in. There were citizen
journalists who followed broad guidelines but were not formally affiliated
to an organisation and “freelance” terrorists who did much the same. The
mainstream media were increasingly redundant. Why fight to get on the
BBC or al-Jazeera if you could just create your own channels and reach
your audience directly? Perhaps the most striking element of the atrocity
in New Zealand is how the filming of the video was an integral part. “Let’s
get this party started,” Tarrant says, as he gets into his car, talking directly
to the viewer. He shoots images of his face in a twisted version of that
most contemporary of phenomena: the selfie. The point of the attack is
not just to kill Muslims, but to make a video of someone killing Muslims.
In Tarrant’s world, on his live stream, in his own mind and those of his
followers, he is a warrior, a racial hero, a leader but also, in a wider contemporary sense, a celebrity, if only for a moment. In a terrible, twisted
way, he is not wrong.”
All the views clearly show that politicians, hate preachers and biased
intellectuals are creating terrorists, instigating white supremacy and Islamophobia by their anti-Muslim teachings. They are using the power of
media, including print, electronic and social, to achieve their nefarious
goals. Every possible effort should be made to discourage and stop
them from the devilish activities. Otherwise, the entire world will plunge
into disorder in the coming years.
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History

What Pakistan
Day demands?
Sajjad Shaukat

Every year, the people of Pakistan celebrate the 23rd of March as the Pakistan Day, with great enthusiasm and zeal. But, this time, the day came at
a time when Pakistan stands at the crossroads of its destiny, facing internal
and external challenges and threats to national security which are worrying
for its citizens.
Particularly, a war-like situation which started between India and Pakistan in the aftermath of the Pulwama terror attack in Indian Occupied
Kashmir (IOK),
still exists to some extent, as the extremist government of the BJP, led
by Indian fundamentalist Prime Minister Narendra Modi, has refused the
mediatory role of any country, while continuing war hysteria against Pakistan in the wake of acceleration of shelling across the Line of Control
(LoC), which resulted into many casualties in the Pakistani side of Kashmir.
On the other side, Pakistan’s armed forces are on high alert to give a
matching response to any Indian prospective aggression or war. Earlier,
the Indian Air Force conducted pre-emptive “air strikes near the town of
Balakot, close to the border with Pakistan’s sector of Kashmir on February
27, 2018, claiming that Indian fighter jets targeted the camp of Jaish-eMohammad (JeM) and killed 350 militants—the group whom New Delhi
blamed for the Pulwama attack. Next day, in response, the Pakistan Air
Force launched aerial strikes at six targets in IOK and shot down two Indian fighter jets and captured Indian pilot Wing Commander Abhinandan
Varthaman, who was later released as a gesture of peace and handed
over to the Indian authorities. It resulted into diplomatic victory of Islamabad over India. Prime Minister Modi, who directed the Indian security
forces to accelerate atrocities in the IOK, wants to obtain various designs,
especially to suppress the Kashmiris’ war of liberation and to win the general elections at the cost of Pakistan. On the other side, Western media
and their officials are insisting upon the settlement of the Kashmir issue.
In this regard, unlike India, Pakistan’s ruling party Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf (PTI), opposition parties, members of civil societies and the military
are on the same page on Indian aggression.
In this respect, on March 1, a joint sitting of the Pakistan’s parliament,
in demonstration of unity against any external aggression, passed a unanimous resolution strongly condemning the blatant Indian aggression
against the country and the parliamentary leaders said that they stood
shoulder to shoulder to the armed forces of Pakistan. The resolution completely rejected India’s self-serving and fictitious claims of having destroyed
an alleged terrorist facility—pointing out that facts on the grounds clearly
contradict India’s false claim and so have been testified by independent
observers. The resolution noted that timely and effective action of the Pak-
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istan Air Force repulsed the Indian attack without loss of life and property.
India’s baseless allegations against Pakistan in the wake of the Pulwama
attack were politically motivated and the Indian government’s subsequent
action has been guided by its electoral calculations. Strongly condemning
the Indian atrocities in Indian Held Kashmir, the resolution rejected the
India’s attempt to project the legitimate Kashmiri struggle for self-determination as terrorism. It reiterated that Jammu and Kashmir is an internationally recognised dispute, pending on the agenda of the UN Security
Council due to Indian intransigence. It underscored that a just and peaceful
solution to the Kashmir dispute. The resolution mentioned Prime Minister
Imran Khan’s call to avoid further escalation and urged the parliament of
India to support the call by the joint session of Pakistani parliament for deescalation and dialogue between Pakistan and India.
March 23, 1940 was a watershed in the history of the sub-continent,
when the All India Muslim League passed a resolution in Lahore for the
creation of an independent state. Now, it is popularly called the Pakistan
Resolution. Earlier, in his address to the Muslim League at Allahabad in
1930, the idea of a homeland for Muslims in their majority areas had been
envisioned by poet Allama Sir Muhammad Iqbal, and had become the aspiration of Indian Muslims.
In fact, the British colonialists, in connivance with the majority Hindu
population, had manipulated and targeted Muslims through every possible
way. In the background, Muslims started the struggle for a separate state.
Before the Lahore session of the Muslim League, Quaid-i-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah had specified to this historical congregation of the
Muslims, the watch-words of ‘Faith, Unity and Discipline’ which were not
only necessary for waging the battle for an independent homeland, but
also for present Pakistan. So, while struggling against the enemies, the
essence of these watch-words is unity which is the real spirit of the Pakistan Resolution.
It was due to the selfless practical unity among the Muslims under the
leadership of Quaid-i-Azam that Pakistan became a reality. But that unity
started declining after passing through various crises, and the result was
the separation of East Pakistan in 1971, as India manipulated differences
between East Pakistan and West Pakistan.
Although, at present Pakistan’s various entities, the masses and the
military are united against any prospective Indian aggression, yet, Pakistan
Day has come at a time when Pakistan is also facing other multiple threats
of grave nature.
Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif wanted to create rift between his
party workers and the key institutes of the country after his disqualification
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by the Supreme Court. Some other political leaders, renowned persons
and analysts had also expressed similar thoughts by opining that Nawaz
Sharif seemed determined to create anarchy in the country.
It notable that Pakistan’s armed aorces have successfully broken the
backbone of the foreign-backed terrorists through military operations Zarbe-Azb and Radd-ul-Fasaad, which were also extended to other parts of
the country, including Balochistan province and Karachi. The Army and
the country’s prime intelligence agency, ISI, have broken the network of
terrorist groups by capturing several militants, while thwarting a number
of terror attempts. Peace has been restored in various regions of Pakistan,
including Karachi and Balochistan.
But, foreign elements have, again, started terror attacks in Balochistan
and other regions of the country which show that US-led India, Afghanistan
and Israel want to weaken Pakistan and to damage the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC).
As Pakistan is the only declared nuclear country in the Islamic world,
hence the United States, India and Israel have been acting upon their collective agenda to destabilize it. Besides, after the shift of the Great Game
from Central Asia to Pakistan (Balochistan), the country has become the
special target of the American CIA, Indian RAW and Israeli Mossad, which
are in collaboration in supporting various terror-related attacks in various
cities, including separatist elements in Balochistan.
The Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), based in Afghanistan, has its
connections with IS and other terrorist organizations and affiliated terror
groups, including Baloch separatist elements, and all these outfits are promoting the anti-Pakistan agenda of the foreign entities against Pakistan.
As part of the double game, CIA, RAW, Mossad and Afghan intelligence
agency, National Directorate of Security (NDS), which collaborate with
each other are using the terror outfits in weakening Pakistan and especially
Balochistan in order to fulfill the covert strategic aims of US-led India and
Israel against Pakistan, China, Russia and Iran.
At this juncture, Pakistan is also facing multi-faceted crises and challenges, like corruption, soaring prices, energy shortage, unemployment,
crime, lack of health facilities, and dependence upon the US-led developed
countries, the IMF and the World Bank for financial aid.
Notably, the present drastic situation cannot be comprehended by the
masses and even political leaders, who abruptly change their opinion.
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Therefore, they become an unintentional victim of the external plotters,
who succeed in creating a rift, particularly between political groups, divided
on ethnic and linguistic lines. These foreign enemies also seek to create
a division among political leaders, and parties.
At this critical moment, Pakistan Day demands selfless national unity
practically, instead of verbal statements. The significant day emphasizes
that our political leaders must pledge that they will not manipulate their regional and provincial differences at the cost of national interests, so as to
grab political power. In this respect, a blind dedication to one’s own race,
tribe and creed should not be allowed to create hatred in one group against
the other. They must avoid exploiting present thorny issues in order to increase their vote bank at the cost of the integration of the country.
Selfless unity demands that if any controversy arises among the politicians, it can better be settled in consonance with the Constitution, law and
mutual understanding of the government and political parties.
In this connection, in order to foil the conspiracy of the external enemies
against the integrity of the country, our political leaders, media and human
rights groups must also play their role.
True and selfless unity against the foreign enemies requires that our
rulers and leaders of all political parties must create national cohesion
among various segments of society. Especially, our electronic media
should give a matching response to malicious propaganda of the Western
countries, including India and Israel which are distorting the image of Pakistan.
Especially, on this very day, media must also highlight the national heroes and their efforts, services and sacrifices, rendered for Pakistan and
project a soft image of Pakistan by showing tourism sights of the county
etc.
Nonetheless, at this crucial time, Pakistan’s survival lies in selfless national unity and strong cohesion as at present, even a layman can note
that our country is in chaos.
We must follow the essence of the Pakistan Resolution in real terms
by displaying selfless unity in practical terms, which is not possible unless
the government, opposition leaders, civil societies and media owners, including all other segments of society, pledge to sign a charter of integration
which is necessary to pull the country out of the ongoing serious crises
and threats.
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Your View
Christchurch mosque attack

PKLI autonomy

Since the terrorist attack on two mosques in New Zealand that

I was astonished to read news reports stating that the

claimed the lives of 51 Muslims, we have witnessed solidarity New

Punjab government through a bill wants to end the auton-

Zealanders have shown to their religious minority.

omy of the Pakistan Kidney Liver institute by abolishing

Among the kind gestures shown by the majority are visits to

its board of trustees.

mosques by tens of thousands of New Zealanders to console the

Thies news was doubly shocking because I have served

bereaved, the live telecast of Friday prayers Azan on national TV

in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa as interim health minister in the

and women wearing the hijab in support of their Muslim sisters.

last caretaker government.

The Pakistani print and electronic media have been applauding the

I had witnessed first-hand that the same party, the PTI in

New Zealanders for their love and compassion that they have

power in the Punjab now and then in power in KP, had

shown to one of the religious minorities in their time of grief.

passed the Medical Teaching and Institution Reform Act in

However, this should also be a time for all Pakistanis to self-reflect

2015, according to which the same model of public-pri-

on how we have collectively behaved as a nation in the past when

vate partnership had been used for providing effective

similar tragedies struck our religious minorities.

healthcare for the poor in government teaching hospitals.

Did we Pakistanis show the same love and compassion to our reli-

The important question which begs an answer is: how

gious minorities in their time of mourning? We all know the answer.

come a health model which is good for providing health-

Nasir Ahmad, MD
New Jersey, US

care in KP is bad for doing the same in Punjab?
I pray the prime minister to take urgent notice of the Punjab government move and save a potentially good institution from going to ruin.
Akbar Jan Marwat

Pakistan Super League

Islamabad

Pakistan deserves a standing ovation on the successful staging of
the Pakistan Super League (PSL) matches in Karachi. This has not
only portrayed a positive image of Pakistan as a peace-loving
country across the globe but also raised high hopes for the return
of international cricket to Pakistan.
The credit for the peaceful conclusion of the PSL goes to the Pakistan Army, Sindh Rangers, Sindh Police and other law maintaining

Judicial backlog
We are already suffering from a massive backlog of
pending cases, and the Chief Justice of Pakistan has

agencies. International Cricket Council Chief Executive David

taken numerous initiatives to decide the cases but ran-

Richardson rightly said that the perception of Pakistan being a dan-

dom obstacles keep rearing their heads from different

gerous country has now changed and for that he credited the peo-

corners.

ple and security forces of the country. The time is not far away

On March 20, I went to the Sukkur High Court to pursue

when international cricket would fully return to the country because

the bail of my father Shafi Muhammad Pathan. It has

of the improved security situation in the country.

been more than a year since I have been going to attend
Noor Ahmed
Nawabshah

the hearings of the court, always with the hope of justice
but the reality has always been bitter.
Earlier this week, there was a lawyers’ strike and the
judges gave us a date which is quite a long time away,
only because the lawyers were on strike.

Train tracking

I want to ask them: why is the common man being pun-

The train tracking app, no doubt, is very useful as it helps users about

ished because of this outdated system? Why are law-

the location and destination of trains. But on the other side, this app also

makers not thinking about the hardships of their voters

has some security concerns. Every person has easy access to this app

and will the prime minister bring about some reforms to

and can misuse it. Access to this app should be made on some terms

provide speedy justice to the common man. I say this be-

e.g proper registration with the computerised national identity card num-

cause a society where lawlessness and slow justice pre-

ber or passport number, login with finger sensors.

vail, will never be prosperous.
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The rise of farming altered our bite
and changed how people talk

One of the strongest known solar
storms blasted Earth in 660 B.C.

Bruce Bower

Carolyn Gramling

Humankind’s gift of gab is not
set in stone, and farming
could help to explain why.
Over the last 6,000 years or
so, farming societies increasingly
have
substituted
processed dairy and grain
products for tougher-to-chew
game meat and wild plants common in hunter-gatherer diets. Switching to
those diets of softer, processed foods altered people’s jaw structure over
time, rendering certain sounds like “f” and “v” easier to utter, and changing
languages worldwide, scientists contend.
People who regularly chew tough foods such as game meat experience a
jaw shift that removes a slight overbite from childhood. But individuals who
grow up eating softer foods retain that overbite into adulthood, say comparative linguist Damián Blasi of the University of Zurich and his colleagues.
Computer simulations suggest that adults with an overbite are better able
to produce certain sounds that require touching the lower lip to the upper
teeth, the researchers report. Linguists classify those speech sounds, found
in about half of the world’s languages, as labiodentals. And when Blasi and
his team reconstructed language change over time among Indo-European
tongues, currently spoken from Iceland to India, the researchers found that
the likelihood of using labiodentals in those languages rose substantially
over the past 6,000 to 7,000 years. That was especially true when foods
such as milled grains and dairy products started appearing.
“Labiodental sounds emerged recently in our species, and appear more
frequently in populations with long traditions of eating soft foods,” Blasi said
at a news conference. Yale University linguist Claire Bowern, who did not
participate in the new study, agrees.
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One of the strongest solar
storms ever to hurtle toward Earth blasted the
planet in 660 B.C., researchers say, based on
traces of the storm preserved in both ice cores
and tree rings.
As the sun’s magnetic field shifts, it occasionally releases bursts of
charged particles into space. In the most extreme solar storms, called
solar proton events, these charged particles are dramatically sped up
by interactions with other solar emissions: solar flares or coronal mass
ejections. Even Earth’s protective magnetic field can’t deflect such
swift, energetic particle streams. The radiation is particularly hazardous
to modern technology and astronauts.
It’s unclear how common such extreme events are; satellite- and
ground-based instruments have tracked them for only about 70 years.
To look farther back in time, researchers hunt for spikes in cosmogenic
radionuclides such as carbon-14 — recorded in tree rings — or beryllium-10 and chlorine-36 — preserved in ice cores. Such radionuclides
form when cosmic rays interact with molecules in Earth’s atmosphere.
In 2017, scientists identified a sudden spike in tree ring carbon-14 dating to about 660 B.C. that might indicate a solar proton event. But a
carbon-14 spike can also signal a supernova or a solar flare.
In the new study, researchers led by geologist Paschal O’Hare, then at
Lund University in Sweden, examined two Greenland ice cores.
O’Hare, now at Heathgate Resources in Adelaide, Australia, and his
colleagues found spikes in beryllium-10 and chlorine-36 dating to the
same time.
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One-third of U.S. kids have back pain, study says
]Maureen Salamon
As American kids pack on the pounds, the number of those with back pain is on the rise.
One in three between the ages of 10 and 18
said they had backaches in the past year, according to a survey of about 3,700 youngsters.
The incidence rose along with kids' age and
weight and was higher among those who play
competitive sports. Though many people probably associate back pain with older people, the
orthopedic surgeon who led the study was not
surprised by his findings. "We see a lot of kids
who have pain from overuse injuries or joint pain
from playing sports," said Dr. Peter Fabricant,
who treats pediatric patients at the Hospital for
Special Surgery in New York City. "Of these kids
who had back pain, very few actually required
any sort of medical intervention. Most didn't
need treatment at all."
About 80 percent of adults suffer from lower back
pain at some time, according to the U.S. National
Institutes of Health. But this is the first time the
extent of back pain among children has been estimated on nationwide scale, the authors said.
The youngsters surveyed were equally split by
age and gender. On average, those who re-

ported back pain weighed more and had higher
body mass indexes, or BMIs. (BMI is a measure
of body fat based on height and weight.) Back
pain was more common among girls than boys
(38 percent to 29 percent). And the percentage
reporting back pain rose about 4 percent with
each year of increasing age, according to the authors. Most often, pain affected the lower back.
Nearly half said they hurt in the evenings and
more than 15 percent said back pain interrupted
their sleep. Only 41 percent sought treatment,
and most who did had physical therapy. Participation in competitive sports was strongly linked
to back pain, with junior varsity and varsity athletes experiencing it more often than younger or
recreational players. Most survey participants
were active, with basketball the most commonly
played sport, followed by dance, baseball, football and soccer. Another contributor to kids' back
pain is the backpacks they use to tote their stuff,
researchers said. Those who used one strap to
carry their packs reported significantly more
back pain than did those who used both straps.
Those who used rolling backpacks reported
back pain the most often. Fabricant said it was-

n't clear whether pain prompted their use of the
rolling packs or whether the rolling packs contributed to their pain. While long-term pain
prospects are unclear, Fabricant said "it would
certainly stand to reason" that kids who experience backaches would be more likely to do so
as adults.

Blood test to detect heart attacks may be flawed
Steven Reinberg
A blood test used to detect a heart attack may often provide some misleading results, British researchers report.
In a new study of patients undergoing blood tests at a hospital in England,
one in 20 people had high blood levels of troponin, a protein released into
the bloodstream during a heart attack. But most of them had no clinical
signs of a heart attack. "This common blood test is now used to assess
whether a patient has had a heart attack or not," said lead researcher Dr.
Nick Curzen. "These results are important because they highlight to doctors that they need to be very careful that they only use the troponin test
when the patient presents in a way that is classical for a heart attack, and
that they interpret an abnormal result accordingly," he explained. It could
be harmful if patients get treated for a heart attack when they are not having one, he added. Curzen is a professor of interventional cardiology at
University Hospital Southampton NHS Trust.
As an observational study, however, the researchers can't say what caused
these findings. In addition, they relied on patient records, which didn't include
outcomes. Troponin levels differed according to factors such as age, sex and
between hospitalized patients and outpatients, the researchers said. "The study
results have important implications for the importance of educating staff in many
areas of our hospitals in order to use this test appropriately," Curzen said. "It
may well be that the test needs to be different for different patient groups."
For the study, Curzen and colleagues collected data on 20,000 patients who
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had their troponin levels tested in June, July and August of 2017. Although
slightly more than 5 percent had troponin levels higher than the test manufacturer's recommended upper limit, most of these patients were being seen
for other conditions and did not have clinical signs or symptoms of a heart
attack, Curzen said. Guidelines recommend using troponin levels to exclude
or diagnose a heart attack. The makers of these tests have recommended
a level based on the test results of a few hundred healthy people. Results
that exceed this level are said to be abnormal and indicate a heart attack.
In the new study, patients with higher than normal troponin levels included
39 percent of those in critical care units, 14 percent of those admitted for a
medical condition, and 6 percent of patients in the emergency department.
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Captain Marvel

Children of the Snow Land

Wendy Ide

Cath Clarke

At long last: a female-led
Marvel hero origin story.
And what a hero she is.
Brie Larson’s Vers/Carol
Danvers is a photon blast
of fun. There’s a teasing
mischief to her humour
which is worlds away from
someone like, say, Tony
Stark, for whom wit is just
another weapon to use in his competition with the rest of the universe.
And she has fists that shoot pure energy, which is neat, even by Marvel
standards. It’s just a pity that the movie that introduces her is so unremarkable. Vers is an elite warrior on the frontline of a galactic battle when
an ambush brings her to Earth in 1995, where she encounters Nick Fury
and fills the gaps in her missing memories. One had hoped that the involvement of Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck (Half Nelson, Sugar) as directors might bring a fresh energy; perhaps a grounding in realism. But
there’s little sense of a distinctive directorial voice here. Boden and Fleck
have been chewed up and digested by the Marvel machine. And the
rigid formula of the origin movie – essentially finding creative ways of
hiding chunks of exposition, a bit like disguising vegetables in a toddler’s
meal – means that there’s not much leeway for originality. Still, there are
pleasures – Jackson going to mush over a cute kitty is one; the film’s
embrace of its mid-1990s setting is another. But the main strength is a
core of female friendship: Carol Danvers is the only Marvel hero you
could imagine getting hammered and belting out songs by No Doubt.
And for that, at least, you have to love her.

The Day Shall Come
Benjamin Lee
In the nine years since the release of Four Lions, Chris
Morris’s incendiary feature
film debut, his absence from
both big and small screens
has felt like an ill-timed loss.
As a director, he’s taken on a
handful of Veep episodes but
as a writer, he’s starved us of
new material which, for anyone familiar with his long and storied career,
has been a tough blow. Because throughout his work, from The Day Today
to Brass Eye to Nathan Barley, he’s perfected a brand of cultural and political commentary that’s both uniquely incisive and uniquely silly and given
the world’s increasingly expedited scramble to the bottom, his outlook is
needed now more than ever. His follow-up has been shrouded in secrecy,
filmed almost two years ago and now finally being unveiled at this year’s
SXSW festival, a tantalisingly unknown quantity suddenly thrust into the
spotlight. The past decade has offered plentiful options for Morris, territory
so comically obscene that it’s almost beyond satire. It proved a struggle
last year for Sacha Baron Cohen, whose much-heralded comeback show
Who is America? tackled such idiocy head-on and felt tame in comparison,
trying to shock us into submission without realising that we’ve now become
virtually unshockable.
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Is this my son?” Sixteen-year-old
Jeewan’s mother doesn’t recognise him. The last time she saw his
face he was six and being sent
away to a charity-funded school in
Kathmandu, like many other children from Nepal’s remote Himalayan villages. With this gently
moving documentary, Zara Balfour and Marcus Stephenson follow three
teenage pupils about to graduate as they go back home for the first time.
For 17-year-old Nima, the final leg of the journey is a 15-day trek fraught
with danger from avalanches: his village is in the highest inhabited region
on Earth. You can count the miles. But with enormous sensitivity the film
observes the distance these bright, confident city kids have travelled from
poverty. Jeewan, in tight jeans and with a Justin Bieber haircut, can’t imagine
life without WhatsApp. In his grandmother’s village, the nearest telephone
is a five-hour walk and it’s so cold his cousin has a bath just once a month.
Back home with his mum, Jeewan offers to carry a basket of logs she’s lugging up a hill. But it’s so heavy he can’t lift it. The most emotional story is
the reunion of 16-year-old Tsering and her mother, who still agonises about
sending her away. (Tsering’s aunt carried her on her back to Kathmandu,
aged four.) Yes, she feels guilty, but if Tsering had stayed, she would be
married by now and living in hardship: cooking, cleaning and digging in the
fields every waking hour like her, struggling to feed her family. The film was
shot in 2015, and the teenagers return to school after the devastating earthquake to find it badly damaged and the skills they’d learned – such as cooking on open fires – unexpectedly and upsettingly transferrable to city life.

Fisherman's Friends
Peter Bradshaw
Corny it may be – we’ve
hardly got five minutes in
before someone’s used
the
phrase
“Davy
Jones’s locker” – but this
gentle, sweet-natured
comedy has warmth and
a certain X factor of likability, helped by bighearted performances from a cast including Daniel Mays and Tuppence
Middleton. It’s inspired by the true story of the Fisherman’s Friends, an
all-male a capella folk singing group from Port Isaac in Cornwall who in
the noughties became an unexpected hit for their authentic sea
shanties.
Danny (Mays) is a music executive who travels to Cornwall on a stag
weekend with a bunch of his shallow London music PR mates – joining
in with their inanities just to soothe his secret loneliness – and he’s
pranked by them into offering to sign the local sea shanty singers, led
by Jim (James Purefoy), Jago (David Hayman) and Leadville (Dave
Johns). But of course something in the music speaks to Danny’s romantic soul; he starts to fall in love with Jim’s single-mum daughter Alwyn
(Middleton) and he makes it his mission to bring the Fisherman’s Friends
and their music to the world.
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Starport

A Crystal of Time

George R.R. Martin

Soman Chainani

Ten years ago, representatives from an interstellar collective of 314 alien species
landed on Earth, inviting us to become
number 315. Now, after seemingly endless
delays, the Starport in Chicago is operational, a destination for diplomats, merchants, and tourists alike. Inside, visitors
are governed by intergalactic treaty. Outside, the streets belong to Chicago’s finest.
Charlie Baker, newly promoted to the
squad that oversees the Starport district, is
eager to put to practical use his enthusiasm
for all things extraterrestrial; he just never
expected to arrive on his first day in the
back of a police cruiser. Lieutenant Bobbi
Kelleher is married to the job, which often puts her in conflict with Lyhanne
Nhar-Lys, security champion of Starport and one of the galaxy’s fiercest
warriors. Undercover with a gang of anti-alien extremists, Detective Aaron
Stein has no problem mixing business with pleasure―until he stumbles
upon evidence of a plot to assassinate a controversial trade envoy with a
cache of stolen ray guns. Now the Chicago PD must stop these nutjobs
before they piss off the entire universe.
Based on a TV pilot script written by George R.R. Martin and adapted and
illustrated by Hugo Award–nominated artist Raya Golden, this bold and
brilliant graphic novel adaptation brings Martin’s singular vision to rollicking
life. With all the intrigue, ingenuity, and atmosphere that made A Game of
Thrones a worldwide phenomenon, Starport launches a new chapter in
the career of a sci-fi/fantasy superstar

Talking to Strangers
Paul Auster
Beginning with a short philosophical
meditation written when he was twenty
and concluding with nine political pieces
that take on such issues as homelessness, 9/11, and the link between soccer
and war, the 44 pieces gathered in this
volume offer a wide-ranging view of celebrated novelist Paul Auster's thoughts
on a multitude of classic and contemporary writers, the high-wire exploits of
Philippe Petit, how to improve life in New
York City (in collaboration with visual
artist Sophie Calle), and the long road he
has traveled with his beloved manual
typewriter. While writing for the New York
Review of Books and other publications in the mid-1970s, young poet
Auster gained recognition as an astute literary critic with essays on Laura
Riding, John Ashbery, Samuel Beckett, Franz Kafka, Paul Celan, and others. By the late seventies and early eighties, as the poet was transforming
himself into a novelist, he maintained an active double life by continuing his
work as a translator and editing the groundbreaking anthology, The Random
House Book of Twentieth-Century Poetry.
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In this fifth instalment in Soman Chainani's New
York Times bestselling fantasy series, The School
for Good and Evil, Sophie, Agatha, and their
friends must find a way to overthrow the sinister
evil that twists lies into the truth and seeks to
rewrite their story. A false king has claimed the
throne of Camelot, sentenced Tedros to death,
and forced Sophie to be his queen. Only Agatha
manages to escape. Now Agatha and the students at the School for Good and Evil must find a
way to restore Tedros to his throne and save
Camelot before all of their fairy tales come to a lethal end.

Silent Night
Danielle Steel
Emotionally gripping and richly involving, Silent
Night explores how the heart has mysterious healing powers of its own, and that sometimes the best
things happen when we think all is lost. Danielle
Steel’s latest novel is a deeply moving story of resilience, hope and the importance of family. Paige
Watts is the ultimate stage mother. The daughter
of Hollywood royalty, Paige channels her own acting dreams into making her daughter, Emma, a
star. By the age of nine, Emma is playing a central
role in a hit TV show. Then everything is shattered
by unforeseeable tragedy. Now Emma is living with her Aunt Whitney, who
had chosen a very different path from Paige. Whitney was always the career-driven older sister, loving a no-strings relationship and hating the cult
of celebrity that enveloped their childhood. But at a moment’s notice, Whitney must change her life in every way.

The Secret Commonwealth
Philip Pullman
The second volume of Sir Philip Pullman's
The Book of Dust sees Lyra, now twenty
years old, and her daemon Pantalaimon,
forced to navigate their relationship in a way
they could never have imagined, and drawn
into the complex and dangerous factions of a
world that they had no idea existed.
Pulled along on his own journey too is Malcolm; once a boy with a boat and a mission
to save a baby from the flood, now a man
with a strong sense of duty and a desire to
do what is right. Theirs is a world at once familiar and extraordinary, and they must travel far beyond the edges of
Oxford, across Europe and into Asia, in search for what is lost - a city
haunted by daemons, a secret at the heart of a desert, and the mystery
of the elusive Dust.
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Horoscope

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)

Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22)

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

You need more time to think this whole situation through. Be prepared to make compensations and adjustments. Although up
setting, changes in your domestic situation
will be favorable. Take a trip or just spend
some quality time with your mate. Your
lucky day this week will be Sunday.

Pay attention to small but important details.
Dig deep to find out how costly a new venture will be before you sign on the dotted
line. Romance will be on your mind, and
chances for ideal connections are in the
works. Be firm when dealing with matters
pertaining to your environment. Your lucky
day this week will be Monday.

You're in the mood to party. Enjoy taking
courses or lecturing others. You need to do
something that will make you feel better
about yourself. Your efforts will be rewarded
handsomely. Your lucky day this week will be
Sunday.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Your determination and stamina will make
your work look flaw less and effortless.
You don't want to give anyone fuel for the
fire. Courses dealing with psychology or
health care will be of interest. You need to
look into some private matters before you
can proceed with your plans. Your lucky
day this week will be Tuesday.

Try not to get into disputes that will lead to
estrangement's. Try not to get backed into
corners. You will find that you can work progressively at improving yourself this week.
Plan your social events carefully. Your lucky
day this week will be Friday.

You need a change and you need to earn
more cash. If possible, rely on coworkers to
back your objectives, and talk to superiors in
order to get approval. You need to do more
things that you enjoy. Try not to be so demonstrative. Your lucky day this week will be Tuesday.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

You will be in an overly generous mood this
week. Join a choir or a drama club. You may
be considering moving to larger quarters.
Don't get upset. Take the time to help those
less fortunate. Your lucky day this week will
be Tuesday.

Be careful not to exaggerate when interacting
with your lover. Entertainment should include
your whole family. You are best to sit back and
think it through, rather than add to the ranting
and raving. You are ready to blow up and your
stress level has gone into over drive. Your lucky
day this week will be Wednesday.

You are best to work at home if you can. You
need to do something energetic and different. Be creative in your efforts. Changes in
your residence will be favorable in the long
haul. Your lucky day this week will be Saturday.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 23)

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)

Uncertainties regarding relatives will make situations uncomfortable if you attend a family
function. Lighten up your serious attitude Dazzle them with your intellectual conversation.
Look out for those wanting to push you into a
disagreement. Your lucky day this week will be
Sunday.

Try to get out and socialize. If you put your
mind to it, you could entertain or host a multitude of social events. You can expect to
face opposition on the home front. Don't be
too quick to spend money. Your lucky day
this week will be Wednesday.

Don't get depressed, get busy. You can accomplish a lot if you're willing to put in a little extra
time. Try to be a bit more understanding or you
may end up spending the evening alone. Don't
let someone you work with put words in your
mouth. You may find that children are not as
accepting as you have been. Your lucky day
this week will be Sunday.
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